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Second Out - of - State
Industrial Tour To Visit
Fulton On April 18th

Dear friends and loyal readers: Forgive me again. I was
called to Miasissuppi Tuesday
because of the serious illness
of my mother.
Will let you hear from me
when I can.

Kiddies Get Reaay!
Fulton News To Take
APPLICANTS SOUGHT Photog
Free
raphs
.WOMANS
FOR JR

qopporThe second out-of-state In- will certainly have an
dustrial Tour sponsored by the tunny to increase substantially
Kentucky Chamber 'of Corn- its industrial development acinerce is planned for Western aivity because most of the outKentucky April 16-19, R. M. of-state guests are professional
Watt, Lexington, Chairman of plant locating people and have
April 5 Set As
Kentucky , Chamber's In- an understanding of what it
the
—
News
fso.li.on Count),
'rh
Last Date For
Development Commit- takes for a community to condustrial
'wants g picture of your child to
dition itself to absorb a new
announced.
tee,
Making Request
print NI its forthcoming feature,
first tour," Watt industry. Through the Kenthe
in
"As
a series
Chamber's Community
The Junior Woman's Club :Citizens of Tomorrow,"
Mollie Wiley and Janet take time out from their busy said, "out-of-state industrial tucky
program in the
Development
representsannounced - that they are now of photographic studies of local
firrn
locating
have
just
plant
they
Awards
routine to chat about the Elks
we get the
realtors, en- past years Western Kentucky
receiving applibstions tor their children. The more
industrial
tives,
will be, so
received.
annual $100 scholarship to some 'better the feature
gineering firms dealing' in plant communities have participated
mothers
worthy girl who is now a senior the cooperation of the
locating and plant site special- to the point that most of them
urged.
is
in eiteer Feitnn or Routh Ful- and fathers
Honor
iSts from major industries have today are in a much better
County Banks
It often seems to parents that
ton High Schools.
Jerry Jones, Fulton County,
been invited for this bus trip position to make a suitable
from
Farmers At Dinner
Mrs Robert Reitolnh. presi- children are little -one minute chairman for the U. S. Savings
to view plant sites in Western home for new industry
out of state. We hope to show
a
dent of the Junior Woman's and are grown up the next, so Bonds Program, received
Kentucky."
Here Next Tuesday
Club stated that certain quali- fast does a child's growing stage Treasury Award for outrtanding
"If the success of this tour these out-of-state industrial
A special dinner honoring is comparable to the previous tourists our communities, our
fications are necessary in order pass. Here is a splendid oppor- patriotic service to the bond
eight grouns in the farm life pf one, then Western Kentucky people, our geographical ad to become eligible for consider- tunity to catch a likeness of program.
Fulton County will be given
vantage, our resources and our
ation The scholarship is based your child or children at the
The 1004 Club" Medallion is
Hendon 0. WAght. Exalted next Tuesday evening.„_,MercieL
undeveloped wealth in Western
on the scholastic attainments, present stage for the pleasure in recognition of this county's
Kentucky," Watt added.
character, personal recommen- you will get out of it in future having achieved its 1955 sales Ruler of the Fulton Elks Lodge, 27 by the banks of Fulton
dations, and participation in years and for the pleasure you goal of $344,400. County sales announces -that Janet Sue Allen County.
Another tour is planned in
The dinner will be at the
extra-curricular activities of the will enjoy in seeing it in print. for the year totalled $369.893 in and Mollie McGehee Wiley, both
late summer for Central Ken7:00 p. m.
student appkYing. The letter of You will want to clip it from Series E and H Savings Bonds. senior students at Fulton High Methodist Church at .
tucky, and later a final tour to
application must be mailed to this, your home town newscover those portions of the
The award was presented at School, have been selected is Approximately 100 are expectMrs. Gene Hatfield, Fulton, Ky., paper, and preserve it for the Wis office by Raymond J. Augus- 1956 recipients of Student ed to attend,
The Cub Scouts of Union state not covered by the three
The principal speaker will be City, Tenn. are having their an- previous tours. "In this way,"
not later than April 5. The ap- youngster when he or she grows tus, area sales director for the awards conferred annually by
piicant must have scholastic, re- up.
Treasury's Savings Bonds Di- the Fulton Lodge. benevelent W. C. Johnstone, agetcultural nual Talent Show Thursday Watt said, "within a year we
representative of the Kentucky night at 7:30 in the Central have actually displayed KenThere is absolutely no charge vision. He praised the efforts of aed Protective Order of Elks.
quirements putting them in the
or obligation for taking the Plc- Mr Jones and other volunteeg
top 25 of their class,
Each has an opporlunity to Bankers Association. Outstand- School Gym on College Street. tucky to the industrial world
the
$100 tures Parents, don't even have workers, banks, press and radio` compete for State awards of ing work among farm people
of
Presentation
Local talent has been invited in a unique manner never bescholarship is a signal achieve- to be a subscriber to the Fulton who made the achievement ,pos- $100 and national awards of and farm organizations will be to participate in this show and fore attempted by a statewide
ment for members of the Junior News, nor even a reader. You sible
$1000 or more, bestowed by the honored during the evening,
they are as follows Cub Scout group."
M. R. Jeffress, Cashier at the Mike Faulkner. 10 year old son
Woman's Club, whose members do, not have to purchase pictures
Elks.
The Industrial Development
work tirelessly to raise the either, though you may obtain
Jofnet is the daughter of Mr. Fulton Bank, is county repre- of Mr. and Mrs. Leon Faulkner,- Director of the Kentucky ChamKentucky who will sing and play his _her of Commerce, J. C. Zimthe
of
money with which to make the additional prints by arranging
and Mrs. J. L Allen, and won se ntative
gift to some worthy school stu- direct with the Studio reprethe scholarship Award, a $25 Bankers Association, and is be- ukelele. Cub Scout Tommy Har- merman, Louisville, outlined the
ing assisted by the County -wood, 10 year old son of Mr. specific plans for the Western
dent. Great satisfaction has come sentative if you want them. That
bond.
to the ladies In their efforts, is entirely up to you!
?done. is the daughter of Mrs. Agent and county officials.
and Mrs. Dean Harwood, will Kentucky out-of-state Industrial
Appointments mae—U----tiaide
..f‘awever„ since previous recipo
Steve Wiley and the late Steve
lung a comedy number. Cub Tour. According to Zimmerman.
Beelerton
Talent Program at
ents of the scholarship have ,b calling 470.
Wiley, and won the Elks youth
Scout Marty Warrent 10 year -the tour will assemble in Owensmade outstanding records in
Leadership Award. also a $25
There will be a Talent Pro- old son of Mr. and Mrs. M. H. boro on April 16, leaving the
bond.
their college work.
gram Friday night, March 23, Warren. will do a song and morning of April 17 for Central
Cayce Students Honor
I wish to express my appreThese young ladies were se- at the Beelerton School, with dance .act. Nancy Treats 9 year C i t y, Greenville, Madisonville, OP
ciation to all who had a part in
Coach At Reelfoot Lake Try being chosen Citizen of the lected from senior entrants at all proceeds going to the school. old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dawson Springs, Princeton. HopFulton High School. South Ful- Al West, WF'UL staff member, Joe Treas, will sing. Appearing kinsville, Cadiz, and spend the
The Cayce Tigers, Cheerlead- Year and especially do I wish ton and
will be Master of Ceremonies as special guest will be Jerry night at Kenlake Hotel, Hardin
Cayce High Schools
Westpheling
Jo
Mrs.
ers. Coach. Principal. and guests to thank
The award/ wr. be presented and invited groups include Red Coates of South Fulton, who is
The morning of April 18 tho
enjoyed their annual Supper at ;Ind her husband. Paul, WFUL,
at Fulton High 1.4ea*JI at a time; Rolison Rainboiv Boys of Jack- a student at U. T. M. B.
War will depart Jar Benton.
lawalmales Restaurant on Reel- senator Earl Clements. Drs, to be announced later, by
Paul son, Tenn., the Bonds Trio of
A small admission will be Murray. Mayfield, Fulton, Hickfont lake on Tuesday night Gant Gaither, E. C Crocker, Boyd, local Youth Chairman, Fulton, the Kentucky Pals, and charged. This money will be man, Columbus, Bardwell, WickMarch 13 The two senior cheer- Mayors of the twin cities of and James Allen
Willingham, other quartettes. The program used for the camping expense liffe and Paducah for an overthe coach Fulton, Ernest Brady and also member of the State
leaders presented
Committee will start at 7:30 p. m. Admis- of the Union City Cub Scouts. night stop.
a
which
with
lighter
cigarette
others who may have had a of Youth Activities.
Paducah Will Be
sion will be 25c and 50c.
was a gift from the team and
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Edmund
la tions.
are urged to register now in
1 ern reminded of David,
Thousands of Scouts and their Flank Rice Jr. coach, Ralph
. order to vote in the general
Leaders- are making prepara- Bugg, Billy Curtninger, Nina Psalms 8:4. What is man that
election to be held on that date,
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on May 4th and 5th.
sponsor an, all - star basketelection this year
Club of Paducah is sponsoring by Jones. Donald Curtin, Eddie what am 1? that 1 was chosen ball game between the senior Saturday March 24. Fans are 1st: Primary
29th,
Popular Executive
this year's big show, with all • Mosely. Donald trowa, Jimmy Citizen of the Year I am what players of Obion, Fulton and asked to vote for ten players is May
Rotary Clubs in the Scout • Williams, Sarah Little, Anne! you think I am, 1 am what I Hickman Counties, according to and one coach. CoWeh Phipps of
Is One Of Youngest
Arriving Here Friday
the Soa,th Fulton Red Devils
Council's ten county area co- Fowler, Richard Scearee, Bar- think I am, and I am really an announcement
made
by
'
will
C.
Cunningham
Oliver
Veeps In America
operating. 'It gives us a deep bara Bennett. Roberta Holly; what I am. I shall strive to make Bill Stokes, president of the i and Coheh Ewell Killibrew of
the Fulton High Bulldogs'11 arrive in Fulton Friday to take
sense of satisfaction," said Nat Pat Jones and Wanda Burns... the three agree.
Otto H. Zimmerman, general
club.
of
as
Minister
duties
his
over
act as assistant coach for the
Dortrh, Presideat of the PaAs I have- been chosen Citia fourth generathe FultOn Church of Christ. A manager and
The game will oe held at the two teams
BIBLE INSTITUTE
ducah Rotary Club, "to be able
?en of the year, I shall accept
on the Illinois
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tion
Cunof
Bro.
Nashville,
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There will be a Bible Insti- it as your humble servant. I -South Fulton High School Gym
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Fans who are not able to ningham comes to Fulton from Central, has been named viceat
30
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event
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'
Jives of thousands of boys of Moscow. Ky. beginning Monday a token of reward. My prayers 8-00 p.m.'
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continuing go out for each of you, and my
this rinse and a fine source
1, Wayne A. Johnston, president,
tacting any of the schools in ,
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through Friday night, March wife, Fairra, whom 1 owe so be put into recreation fund the
constrtictive training."
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general
Woodland,
Hornbeak.
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by
senior players will be made
bestowed Isn me.
urday afternoon. The big Circus
Western Railway.
the fans of the three counties. Cloverdale. Obion. Troy, Ken- • rnounces that he has now
Show will be presented at 7.30
Your friend and citizen
Mr. Zimmerman, at 42, be2 Main
/
Newspapers of the counties will ton, Mason Hall, South Fulton. opened his offices at 3111
Mr and Mrs John Howell,
on both evenings. The theme
David L. Jones MD. run ballots, and any fan wish- Rives. and Union City. (From Street, in the Graham Building. comes one of the youngest railRa
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"Onward
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road operating executives in
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Boy Scouts of America.
the Illinoil Central. He was born
for tuberculosis.
must be in the hands of the Ful- Central High of Clinton.
comes in Lawrence County.
The big Circus parade will be afternoon.
at Champaign, Ill., in 1914. His
at 11:00 a. m. Saturday with a
first Illinois Central service
lot of special features planned.
was as a section laborer at the
There will he bands from all
age of 15. He transferred to yard
over the area, floats, and even
service as a switchman at
horses All Scouts marching in
Champaign in 1936. He later
uniin
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worked as an engine foreman.
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Mrs. -0. L. Sutton, only Char- Sassafras Ridge community
Zimmerman attended the Unipossibly in the homes. Refresh• Scouts will start selling tic- ter member of the club, was the °Western Community."
versity of Illinois during the
kets after simultaneous kick-off one of the first five members
Through the years some of ments will be served each time
day. His operating experience
meetings in the five Council when the Sassafras Ridge Home- the projects studied were: foods, with a refreshment committee
has been gained on the Illinois,
Districts on March 22nd. Tickets makers was organized on Sept. home management; furniture appointed for each party.
Kentucky, Springfield and Iowa
will be 50e admitting one adult 25, 1928, in the .Sassafras Ridge arrangements, slip
The recreation will consist of
covering,
divisions of the Illinois Central.
or two children.
Baptist Church. 'Mrs. King Da- canting chair bottoms, refiniah- songs and games, especially the
the
by
recommended
games,
vis, the former Miss Myrtle ing furniture, crafts, consisting
Fire Destroys Two
Jackson, was the Club's first of textile painting, copper tool- University of Kentucky for the
ing, basket weaving, etching Homemakers Clubs.
Home Demonstration Agent.
Farm Homes
Fulton
There will' he chaperones
Mrs. Jim Cutchin, Mrs. Joe aluminium trays. etc.
Two homes located on the
gathereach
at
Club
the
and
from
Cooper
Wesley
Homemakers
Western
Our
rrett, Mrs.
4
Middle Road about four miles
Mrs. Smitz, along - with Mrs. have been overwhelmingly lucky ing.
west
of Fulton were destroyed
this
of
people
young
The
Sutton. completed the first roll to have had such excellent
fire
last Monday evening
by
LAN-a-Rama, a circus speccommunity,
any
Demonstration Agents, the pre- community or
of membership.
within two hours of each other.
tacular show featuring local
not be neglectmust
and
cannot
Corbitt
Mts.
Bertha
sent
one,
regular
tits
held
The club
The Fulton Fire Department
personnel in all of the acts, will
McLeod, devoting their time ed or forgotten. Just a few
first answered a call to the home
be presented Friday and Satur- meetings until sometime during and effort to help in any way hours spent in preparing a party
of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Hicks,
day evenings at the South Fu!- the spring of 1929.
training and doing their many duties. or other entertainment for the
Homemakers
The
owned by Binford Walker, but
,ton High School gym under the
for
lot
a
do
can
people
young
proin
different
the
leaders
The
the First
were unable to save 'anything
auspices of the South Fulton schools were held' in Hickman, jects throughout the years and them. It lets them know you are
but the outbuildings, the fire
Booster Club. Curtain time is Christian Church in
to
and
want
them
in
interested
dehave
also
had gained such headway.
Ky. The first projects for the other members
8.16 p. m.
and sewing, yoted time and effort to the do things for them. Too many
About two hours later a secA full schedule of rehearsals Club were cooking 'completed Club.
withplanned
are
things
times
were
ond call to within a half-mile
people
has been underway all this and when these
young
the
BUSY OFFICERS of the Western Homemakers Club are: of the Hicks residence to a home
The Western Club members out including
for a short
week, as performers art as im- the Club disbanded
Club re- are planning a recreation pro- and they feel "left out" as the Seated Mrs. Carl Mikel, president and Mrs. Prather Poy- occupied by Mr. and Mrs. Jeff
personators and animals of the time. In early fall the
gram for the young people of result of it.
and
Mrs. George
Harrison
circus, radio, movies and tele- organized.
This can be averted by each nor, secretary-treasurer. Standing are: Mrs. Bert Yabro,
or early all ages in the community. All
thirties
late
the
Black, was again futile. The
In
the
feature,
added
vision. As an
our
little
of
time
a
giving
us
of
Western
attending
children
B.
L.
Abernathy,
publicity
Mrs.
the Club
Jr., vice president and
rane-room Harrison home was
acrobatic dancing class students forties, the name of
"The Western School are to be included in the toward a program of recreation chairman, who wrote the accompanying story.
a total less
of Miss Rosemary Peterson will was changed to
Page?)
so
(Continued
Homemakers," due to the project.
also perform.

CLUB SCHOLARSHIP

Tuesday, March 27th is the big day for the picture
taking of your youngster! The Fulton News is having
pictures taken of all children who are brought by their
parents ,or other guardian to the News office between
10:00 A. M. and 6:00 P. M. absolutely free of charge.

JERRY JONES GETS
RECOGNITION FOR
SAYING BOND WORK JANET MEN AND
MOWE WILEY
WIN ELKS AWARDS

LOCAL TALENT 1N
UNION CITY SHOW

OP
Ky.

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

SCOUTS, LEADERS
MAKING PLANS FOR
GIGANTIC CIRCUS

FULTON LIONS CLUB PROMOTES ALL STAR
GAME; NOMINATIANS MUST BE IN SAT.

1

estern Homemakers Change Name,Not loeals

LAFF-O-RAMA IS
FRI-SAT NIGHTS

a

0 H zimmERMAN
GETS PROMOTION
TO TOP LEVEL POST

tures.
Dairy farmers of the state sustain a considerable loss every
spring due to garlicky milk, acit YLE NEWS
cording to Dr. Dwight M. Seath,
i4iitC itaiiiiurant)
it
head of the dairy section of the
UK College of Agriculture and
Jimmie Roper of Union City
Home Economics. He described
last week-end with Jimserious"
spent
"very
as
the situation
Scearce.
weeks
mie
four
for the first two to
Mr. and Mrs. Bay Ammons
that cows are turned on spring
-pasture, 20 to 50 percent of the and baby, and Sue Amnions of
milk carrying this flavor. Much Memphis. Tenn. spent the weekof it is refused by. milk plants end with Mr. and Mrs. Jim
•ind creameries, due to the unwelcome garlicky taste.
Mrs James Hicks of
Mrand
(ms
Allm1.
Although the nutritional val- Trenton, Tenn. spent the week.
ue of the milk has not been end with Mr. and Mrs. Ray
changed, the natural flavor is Jackson.
destroyed, he said.
Mr and Mrs. Clyde Linder
With 11M PRYOR
The garlic flavor is also noted were Sunday guest.' of Mrs.
Agricolloral kgeol, Ohs.% (astral Ruelatosl
in butchered beef from herds Inez Menees and Nahme.
garlic pastures. It
The farmer of today, must of grazing on
Mrs. Daisie Bendurant and
has been found, however, that
funeral of
ideas
new
many
necessity adopt
si.ch a situation can be averted Clarice attended the
and methods practically un- by taking the beef animal off the grandmother of Mrs. L. E.
known to him a few years ago. the infested pasture a few days Moore, Jr. at Bayou De Chetn
All changes he makes today before butchering.
church near Water Valley, Ky
_
,however, should receive much
Wild garlic is also a trouble Sunday iiiternuOtt. •
thought before he makes them to farmers growing small grains
Blanche Minees - and
Mrs
as any new program costs money and grass " seed, and garlicky Mrs. Finest Burns attended the
!o put into force. The changes wheat is sold at a sacrifice. The'funeral of Mr. Lurie Brockman
that you make, should be made top bulblets of the garlic and at White and Ran.orn Funeral
only after much thought has
Tenn. Sunthe wheat ripen at the same Home at Unttn City,
been giyen to the new idea and time, and when th7eshed, the day afternoon.
You should feel that you are seeds are difficult to separate.
Mr. and Mrs
tight when you —decide to go
Wild garlic can he controlled
ahead.
fairly well by te use of 2,- 4-D
SOUTHERN FARMS
sprays. Directions for their use
MECHANIZING
may be found in Leaflet 151.
Recently, I read a report "Control of Wild Garlic with
ot the rapid rate that we had 2, 4-D.Nipy J. F—Freeman. Get
mechanized our farms here in your copy from your county
the south in a little more than agent, or write to the UX Exthe last decade. This report stat- periment Station. Lexington. Ky.
•
ed that since 1940 and through
1953, the number or farm trac- SPRING FOOTBALL BEGINS
tors in the south had increased
About forty bays have come
e00 per cent. The increase for out for football sprng training
the rest of the country was only
Mr. Thomas says it depends
150 per cent. The increases in entirily on the school, the boys,
number of combines, milking end the town as to how the team
machines and farm trucks was is going to be this year. tie
also above the national aver- thinks we have a good chance
age.
for a good team and is also
looking forward to a good seaGET APPLICATIONS IN
sonFOR WOOL PAYMENT
Mr. Killebrew feels that team
I was in a meeting the other
desire to
night where the County Agent spirit it good and the
in a long
urged the sheepmen to get their win seems better tan
wool payments in before April
15th. You will need to have
wool receipts and a form filled
Accurate
out by the stockyard for each
group a lambs sold for slaughtWORKMANSHIP
er. SEE the A. S C. office for
At Low Cost
full information. This should be
Watches. Clocks and time
done now.
Piece.; of All Rinds Accurately Repaired at Lew Coed
KENTUCKY FARM NEWS
by—
Attention of farmers generally
ANDREWS
is called to the importance of
treating pastures at this time
Jewelry Company
for the control of wild garlic
(miscalled wild onions) in pas-

Farm Ponds Can Be Great Help To Crops
(This is article number 4 in a
series on water conservation. issued by the Kentucky Agricultural Extension Service in cooperWildlife
the
with
ation
and Water Resources ('ommission.)
Conservation of water in the
headwater areas of small waterc
sheds provides a supply for varied uses. Retention there also

prevents its flow into the lower
stream channels where it would
prove of no value, and might
even cause floods. Farm ponds
help to retain and conserve
water where it falls.
There are about 140.000 farm
ponds in Kentucky, and about
7,500 are built each year. They
store *nearly 50 billion gallons
of water, enough to supply the
city of Louisville for almost
two years.
But farmers who build these
ponds need the water for livestock, irrigation, fire protection,
and for recreational purposes.
A cow drinks about 15 gallons
of water a day, and another 15
gallons per dairy cow are required on many farms for washing pails, milkers, milkrooms,
etc. Many farmers in the state
are completely dependent upon
ponds for their supply of stock
water. During the recent drouth years, sorfte of them had
to haul water for several miles.
Others were forced to sell their

Lowest Price Ever
B.F. Goodrich

TUBELESS
SAFETYCheops lasviso-blowoats to
safe 64-410,11/04/14.
Allows ham to come to o safe stop.

SA:ZTY-5 TUBELESS

$18.95
PLUS TAX
AND YOUR
RE - CAPPABLE TIRE

Put one on your car today

100 DOWN
AND YOUR OLD 1111

You'll see what we mcan the moment you
enter the beautiful Clar:dge lobby. And, your
Completely refurnished and air conditioned
room evert contains a complimentary TV set!
Nest trip, be sure you get that "At Home
Away From Home" feeling . . . stay at
Memphis' Most Modern Hotel.
• Peso Oesessisist Pertain.

• OtIldrsa *Maar 14 fro*

Hotel Claridge
MEMPHIS' MOST MODERN HOTEL

litestock on unfavorable markets. Figures show that in a
drouth year an average of 203
farmers in each of 41 counties
found it necessary to haul water
Even in normal years, an average of 65 farmers in eath of 31
counties did so. Much of the
water hauled was for household milkroom use.
Water filteeers arid &loranation are available by which
water from ponds or other
sources can be purified for
household use. Purification starts
when livestosk is fenced out of
the pond, and when erosion is
rontrolled on the watershed
above it. The sediment is removed as the water passes
through a bed of sand. Chlorination is done at the pump. An
activated carbon filter removes
objectionable taste and odor. So
without
wells or
farmers
springs can become self - sufficient as to water, provided
farm storage is sufficient.
Kentucky's _poorly distributed
rainfall is making irrigation a
"must" for consistent yields.
Farmers in the state are expanding their irrigation facilities at
an enormous rate. It takes 2 or
more inches of water per acre
of crop for each application of
water. This is almost 55,000
gallons each time one acre is
irrigated. Most crops must be
irrigated two to four times`during the growing season.
Ponds located 'near farm
afford
buildings
considerable
protection against fires. Many
1, entucky counties have fully
equipped rural fire departments.
-But unless there is an adequate
water supply nearby, they are
largely ineffective.
Recreation is as necessary for
farm people as for their city
neighbors. Farm ponds furnish
recreational facilities - swimming and fishing. The latter feature has an economical value.
A pond with one - acre surface
area can furnish up to 350
pounds of fish if properly managed.
It is obvious that many more
ponds are needed and will be
built in Kentucky. In many of
the state's 122 soil conservation districts, ',lore than 100
ponds are built each
year
Through the efforts of the Soil
Conservation Service, the Extension Service and others, they
are built much larger, many
storing as much as 100 acre feet of water.
Because of the interest farmers are taking in building ponds,
they are doing more talking
about the weather. They are
holding on the land a part of the
when
rainfall for the time
drouths usually damage crops,
or livestock needs water. This is
a worthy practice and a necessity for water conservation.

The real measure of our
wealth is how much we should
be worth if we lost our money.
- - J. H Jowett

An Australian, visiting in
Lone Star State, was 1)0.,.,
to a rancher friend of The gt
maize of his country down under
"Australia," he said proudi,
as large as the United slat..
."Mabe so." drawled the
"but do y'all have anv
ti compare with Tex.e.—
"Sure, we do," the At-...
%Ai!
witted. "but no
there"

JOIN OUR

6 TINY BOND"
SAVING

PLAN

No Cost to You!
Bare While You
•Ite

Is thz:e enough
hot water for
o shower?

FARMERS ALLOW
Roy C Gray, Chairman of
the State Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Committee announced today that farmers in the State of Kentucky
who have corn under farm-stored leans and purchase agreements will be allowed to deliver
their corn to the Government
under the direction of local
county committees starting May
1, 1956. Farmers were originally scheduled to deliver this
grain July 31, 1956.
Mr. Gray stated an early delivery date for this corn was
established by the State Committee because it was their opinion that farmers in Kenistc,lcy
were not in position to safely
store their corn for the full
storage period due to the heavy
infestation of corn in this area
during the summer months by
the anguomois moth.
Man, made in His likeness,
possesses and reflects God's
dominion over all the earth.
- - Mary Baker Eddy

and Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Griffith and Mr. and Mrs. Wade
Brockman of Detroit,
attended the funeral of hir
Btockman's brother, Mr. FA A
Brockman at Union City, Ttnn
Sunday afternoon

Are the youngsters
playing near it?

-

WHY worry—an ekeTric water heater is
safe, convenient, de-

pendable, clean, carefree, automatic It

bra, th
v.ith a _
f

MOUL
/' *

RIN

&TOWS you

1,,Vi '

\

A— ROUND BY

• Specially designed circular stitching gives you
a natural, youthful uplift ... beautiful, sharply
defined separation. Tailored baud bottom is
styled for easy comfort. .. won't cut, bind or
shift ... stays just where you want it.

In white broadcloth
32-40; C cup 32-42 —

.

A ctip

keeps hot water waiting for you at the tap,
without your ever
touching a control. It's
completely safe and
can be installed anywhere because it needs
no vent or flue. Buy
an electric water heater of the right size for
your family. See your
dealer soon!

WIRE FOR MODERN
LIVING
If your home lacks 240-

cup
ONLY $15°
il

wiring for this and
other major appliances,
your dealer can advise
you on plans for Its Installation. Our office
will be glad to offer
recommendations o a
any iring changes or
additions you desire.

FULTON HIGH '54-'57
BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
There
Nov. 27 — Cayce
Mrs. Leon Wright•
l'HE FILES.
Here
Cuba
—
30
Nov.
and
McMorries
mired
W
Mrs.
There
8 — Tilghman
Dec.
Mrs.
visited
McMorries
Rev. Porter filled his regular Glenda
There
Dec. 11 — Hickman
Sunday night appoint- Willard Outland Wednesday Dec.-14 — S. Fulton
third
Here
ment at Wesley with a good afternoon.
There
Sedalia
Mrs. B. C. Walker visited Jan. 4 —
,Towd out to hear him.
There
Jan. 11 — Cuba
Jim Walker Tuesday.
Here
Sui4day, the eleventh, Rev. Mrs.
Gray and Jan. 18 — Clinton
Bill
Mrs.
and
Mr.
There
and Mrs. Porter and children,
Jan. 29 — S. Fulton
Mr.
night
visited
Gray
compliGeorge
Saturday
Lewis
Street
cordially
Hornbeak Brothers
Here
Miss Martha Helen Sublet and
George Gardner Tues- Feb. 1 — Cayce
to their daughter, inThere
Iris Howell were dinner guests and Mrs.
invite the public to their bakery mentary
Feb. 5 — Mayfield
y.
was
Wednesda
who
and
married
night
Street,
Mildred,
day
a
(
oittablishment on Lake
Here
of Mr. and Mrs. John Howell.
Cunningham
Batts, of this
Mrs. Della McMorries spent Feb. 8 —
There
Saturday, March 28, to inspect t,, Mr. Macon
Clinton
Maude
—
Mrs.
12
Webb,
Ople
Feb.
Mrs.
Mr.
with
of
day
week
Jan24th
last
days
the
a few
Here
the remodeled plant and see the city, on
Feb. 15 — Hickman
and Mrs. Callie Walker attend- and Mrs. Russell McMorries.
GUARANTEED RECONDITIONED
new machinery recently enstall- uary, 1931
District
annual
'the
16th
ed
on
home
is
Miss Dale Pharis
and Mrs. L. A
,
USED CARS
ed for making their new loaf,
W. S. C. S. in her vacation with her parents, his parents, Mr.
The school at Lodgeston clos- Meeting of the
Tuck.
Nut Bread and other
Butter
ago.
weeks
two
about
Martin
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Pharis.
ed Friday. The pupils and patMrs. Della McMorries visited
wholesome products.
picnic at Union (Because of illness I failed to
Mrs. Leland Henderson spent Mr. and Mrs. Claude Presley
There'll be music and refresh- rons enjoyed a
They
in.)
news
weeks
get
last
and a play at
Wednesday afternoon with Mrs. Friday.
nients, and each family will re- Church Thursday
house Friday night. also visited in the McAlister Brown Clifton.
For a demonstration of the new 1956 PONTIAC
Mrs. Clarence Stephens, Joyce
ceive a free loaf of Butter Nut the school
visiting
Fulton
Rest home in
Mr. and Mrs. Dee Pickins Ann, and Mrs. Dollar McMorries
•
Bread.
Nora
call Molly King, Eugene Iloodenpyle 1,r Charles
Mrs.
and Frances and Mr. and Mrs. visited Mrs. Gladys Fite SaturMr. and Mrs. J F Kiiksey -Mrs. Cora Hicks,
Eugene
McMorries,
of a fine Byrn and Mrs. Farmer all ladies Winfred
King at 1267 or 89.
day afternoon.
L Kasnow starts his big pre- are the proud parents
Kirksey and of Beelerton.
and Glenda visited Mr. and
Easter Bargain sale this week baby boy. Mrs.
family
returned
and
Rhodes
of
has
the
at
home
Mrs. Gusts
Gilbert Ladd
with Spring fashions bloom- baby are now
her parents, Rev. and Mrs. Sam from California hefe he enjoy- for a while Wednesday night.
ing in charming profusion.
and Mrs. ed a short vacation(
Mrs. J. H. Vaughn visited
"Quality, service, and low Hicks, of Fulton. Mr.
Padmaking
now
are
mother and other relatives
her
Kirksey
have
the
family
store
this
and
made
prices have
F. A. Byrd
he
is
where
Ill, last week-end.
Leading Bramis n roputar. Bab
Harvey,
home,
in
Bostick
their
ucah
surCarl
and
y
moved into the
talk of this communit
Jackson
C.
J.
Mrs.
and
law.
Mr.
boas, Hillbilly, Kb% thm, glues
ractieing
KasL
house.
rounding country,' says
have moved to
SOLVE THE PARKING PROBLEM
came and children
now. "We never disappoint. Our
Chicago
Of
Nall
ELECTRIC
Edward
Crutchfield, Ky.
Cayce High School will presgreat succeNt is partly due to
AT YOUR HOUSE WITH...
Phone 401
• home Saturday for a few days
l
WednesCommercia
405
spent
Tuck
"What
play
Ralph
school
Mx.
their
ent
that fact".
parebits. Other
with his
visit
with
Thursday
Friday,
and
on
night
Judy"
to
Pappened
on Sun- day/
The stud- guests in the Nall home
Miss Isabelle Story will con- March 27, at 7.45 p.m.
Mrs. Albert
and
Mr.
were
day
I
as
are
cast
Tarvor,
duct the training school for ents making up the
Oliver, Doris Nall, Mr. andk .2tirs. Ray
Berry
Clothing Leaders of Homemak- f(-llow: Lela Mae
Mrs.
Craig,
;
Della
Mrs.
Johnson, Viola
ers Clubs, which she was un- Wright; Ronald
and Miss Sue Hoskins all of
Paul
Maupin,
Rebecca
Hill,
FOLDING CHAIRS
on
month,
last
able to hold
Wade, Alice Lucille McGsahee, Clinton.
April 3 at Cayce.
Clyde and Charles Batts of
Howard Campbell, Wilbur Johnhome Saturday
Penn. arrived
B.
Chester
Vick,
Mae
Anna
son,
Vance
Mrs. C. B
Mr. and
slight for a two weeks visit
Koonee.
Imogene
and
Wade
with
entertained
delightfully
Clydes visit is
will be students with home folks.
Admission
one of the most unique announfor him for he is
special
very
twentyadults
and
cement bridge parties of the fifteen cents
seeing his baby son for the first
Enough of these softly
season at their home on Walnut five cents.
•
time.
upholstered, contow-curred choirs
Conn of Fort Knox spent
Bob
to seat a roomful of guests—
irig quite so well from an at- the week - end at home.
store in 0 closet corner And...
of arthritis he suffered a
tack
GS
Mrs..Raidy Davis and Mrs.
SPRTN
N
• AUSTI
they're mode with real
• few weeks ago. He is under the Pauline Milner of Paducah spend
Frields
Carey
Mrs.
easy-choir comfort! Strong. Good
care of Dr. E. F.Crocker.
Sunday with Mrs. Callie Wallooklng And you'll by. the
Burglars made a vain attempt ker.
village,
this
Mathis.
colors! Come, writ*, phoni.
Mrs. Dave
to open the steel safe at JohnSeveral from here attended
continues to improve after sev- son
Brost. Store Wednesday the funeral of Urey Brockman
her
kept
eral weeks' illness that
night when they broke into the in Onion City, Tenn., Sunday
in Mayfield hospital for a few general store here in this vil- afternoon.
Iforloviikkors mmitt choir IC'S
.bys for treatment and observa- lage. A great loss is reported in
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Elliott
tion. She is convalescing at her foods and cigarettes, and the and daughter were Sunday dinMoly.. folding erewlereir $14.51
home her"
vault is damaged beyond repair. ner guests of Mr. and Mrs. M.
Mrs. J T. Puckett and Paula Weakley County Sheriff and C. Elliott.
returned last week from several officers of the FBI are on the
Mrs. Maude Elliott has redays visit with J. T., husband scene to track down the law- cently returned from St. Louis
and father, in Detroit, Mich., breakers.
where she spent several weeks
'
Walziut Street
where he has been employed
In my possession I have a with her daughter Mrs. Jewell
• It
months.
that
winter
notebook,
the
treasured
most
during
Morris and family.
Lassiter came dates hack to 1865, of my late
birthday
Mrs. Buton
Jess Wry had a
• Washes ail fabrics,full
strep
of
attack
Lassiter,
B.,
crarvifather, L.
down with an
March 16. his daughter Dorothy
or partial loads, autofamily came over
throat and is now under treat- whom I never saw, he, having Veach and
ment of Dr. Wilson,• who is ad- passed away when My father, from Clinton and helped him cematically.Two automatic
ministering penecillin. She isip late L. B. Lassiter, was a small lebrate.
cycles. All porcelain invery sick, and we bops a fad child.
Mrs. Govie Wright visited last
side and out!
This hook has been kept by Friday with -Mr and Mrs. Ray
complete recovery. ----Rev Dempsey Headsmen till- our family and contains writings Miller and Mrs. Mildred Moore
ed his regular appointment at of trustees of the public schools and Judy.
AQUAMATIC
Congratulations to Monty and
New Salem Baptist Church the held in Calloway County, Dispast Sunday at 11 o'clock and trict Seventeen.
Carolyn Vaden on the birth of a
WASH-PRISE
PAY AS LITTLE AS
It contains one article that daughter, Amy Lynn and also
evening services at the usual
ACTION MISR!
reads • This is to ceitify that the Mt. and Mrs. Roberts on the
$2.00
Jet Spray Riming Yffill
The absence on the part of undersigned Trustees have had birth of a daughter. .
time
il•wp ontrfkre comes
A WWI
your writer has been due to the a schqtal taught under the comKM end out of tuli.
ill necc of the husband, Carey mon school law for the term of above persons were duly elected
Frields. who is a patient at the four months, TYr. out report as trustees to serve for the year
county Com- 1856, this the 5th of April, 1856.
Fulton Hospital, where he has and delivered
undergone treatment for the mission in are turn 44 children
W. G. Smith
Signed
past two weeks. He is now re- and have received of the public
All articles written are in
20c
&
dollars
covering nicely, and to all: We money Thirty-five
of brown ink which must have
are grateful for every act of — and have paid it to the been used mostly in that day,
kindness extended to each of us. teacher for Tuition
and are still in preservation and
Fulton
L. B. Lassiter
Signed by
Plant-beds have been burned
course this heirloom is among Walnut Street
Alfred Stilley
and canvassed during the few
my most treasured collection.
Another article dates April 5,
spring-like days, and farmers
have sown Lespedeza and ftobe, 1856, which reads. This day met
—
No. 2 Highlands
No. I Lake St.
and with spring arriving on the citizens of the Grime Stone
is much activity, District No. Seventeen for the
there
20,
March
9181
Phone
9188
Phone
purpose of electing Trustees to
on farms over this area.
has cast serve for the year 1856 after
24 HOUR ROAD SERVICE — WE NEVER CLOSE
Mrs. Lee Peery
removed from her wrist and is appointing W. G. Smith to hold
doing nicely from the injuries the election. Proceeded to elect
• she sustained in a car wreck L. B. Lassiter, Alford Stilley and
W. G.tfrnith to serve as trustees.
during winter months.
This is to certify that the
Mr. Grant Bynum isn't feel-
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TORN HG BACK THE CLOCK

KING MOTOR COMPANY

LATEST RECORDS
crry

Samsonite

NEW iffelpeint
AUTOMATIC USES
33% LESS HOT WATER VET GETS CLOTHES
CLEANER!

$695

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY

Fulton

PAY MORE?

REG.28-9 ETHYL IP

BENNETT ELECTRIC
AND FURNITURE COMPANY

PIPELINE

Here They Are!Spring's Newest

--

-I say, it looks like
uranium I Send a
Geiger counter on
the Mayflower's
next trip-

LOW PRICES ON

B.F. Goodrich
ADS
TRE
NEW
you get:

ESSES

Choose from Scores
of New Stylii!
EXCITING LOW PRICES

•NEW TIRE GUARANTEE
•NEW TIRE TREAD
HI. some Slivertown tread
design that comes on
new tiros

SALE

•••••....••••••.••••••

$9.95
sod year rseopiohlo Mrs

Long Distance
puts you In touch. Faster

LOW PRICES OTHER SIZES
2 &Aka
TRUCKERS,
AS 100
e",
rem
y.i7n
IZSTeatiad
yes hundred, or dotter by to.
P.r /4
"
"
LOW I es
sod year
ttYI
e
rf di.Zest
V
gas
recappable
AS
you how,

Ladies! Here's our greatest oafI:ction of new spring dresses at
prices that even the tightest budget can afford! lthoore f-om sue,
fashion-wls• fe•rl-s as coPoo
weaves. oollshed chambrays. broad
cloths. woven aincihamIt. rayon
•hantlwree. nIthi.s• wes••es a."4 (-totton prints Coat stYles iono torso
levies, princess styles. shirtwaist
styles. 2-piece styles and bolero
styles.

BUY ON
LavAWAY!

THE PILGRIMS made history, but no one
knew about it for weeks. A trans-Atlantic
telephone call would have spread the word
fast. Today, wherever you call whether its
overseas or the next town- you're in touch
quickly. And the cost is small.

It's Twice As Fast to Call by Number
SOUTHERN SELL TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

A small down navment
holds your selection!

ALL SI7FS-

CHARLIE SCATES STORE
Church Street

9-15; 10-20; 161/2-241/2

Phone 389

B.F.Goodrich
0:03KECEME)

Tr”. er•errunerv

HANDLING or MONEY
WAS LESSON OF RUSH
CREEK HOMEMAKERS
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held in the home of Mrs

,

The meeting began at 10 a if
Sixteen members and three with scripture reading .ind
visitors attended the March 13 'Thought for the Month
Mrs. Scott Demeyer,
meeting- of the Rush Creek
Homemakers Club which was milt, announced that the district
hordern kers meeting wifl bit
Walker of Martin. Tennessee. held April 27 at Murray. She
The Reverend Leon M.irris of also reported on the recent
Martin officiated at the im- homemakers advisory council
double - ring ceremony. meeting and gave the members
pressive
The News
For the occasion the church blanks for voting for next years'
was decorated in lighted cand- projects
your friends.
les with white gladioli bouquets
The reading lesson, "Inno estind-pettriS:
missimsammumsse—miminnor
irvt facts about the Stale if
A program of nuptial music Tennessee," was presented in
A Kentucky miss, with a Southern background and
was presented by Miss Dotty the form of a 'quiz by Mrs...John'
as
a
selected
has
been
heritage as true as the cotton boll
Summers of Martin, pianist, and Watts.
Lady-of-the-Realm by the Memphis Cotton Carnival AsLandscaping suggestions wile
Jerry Coates of South Fulton.
read • by Mrs. Lloyd Call. Mr.
sociation.
vocalist. •
Miss Sylvadeen MOSS was her Charles Adams was in charge of
Beverly Hill, a freshman at Southwestern University
recreation.
-lster's maid of honor.
in Memphis is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William Hill
was Max Walker of
The major project lesom
of Fulton, Kentucky, a little town with such Southern fla- MONTELLE TRIPP at the piano with her "boys" getting BEVERLY HILL: South- Best man
Martin, brother 6f the groom "The Handling of Money," Will
of
State
over
into
the
Tenn.
right
ready
for
the
Cub
Scout
9-10.
Back
spill
borders
Minstrel
on
April
its
that
vor
western's "Lady of the Ushers were Don Richards and taught by Mrs. Albert Moss.
Fulton, Kentucky and South Fulton, Tennessee, as you row; Johnnie Owen an Hugh Mac Sloan. Front; Stuart Realm."
(See Diary). Tommy Paschall of Fulton.
She demonstrated the correct
well know, are twin cities with the State line running Gayle Voel el, Jimmie Yates and Gregg Williamson.
The bride, whc was given in way to fill out and endorsc
dinner
rehearsal
lovely
a
gave
towns.
down the middle of the
Marriage by her father, was checks, how to fill out deposit
Friday evening at their home in lovely in a short - length dress slips and discussed different
But these two States are not nate to the Tennessee winner in
was
dinner
The
McConnell.
of white -faille. It had a tight kinds of bank accounts.
alone in figuring into this fu- the national Miss Universe conviven in honor of their daughter, bodice with a sweetheart neckture Lady - of - the - Realm, for test.
In the afternoon Mrs. J C
Myra Ann Moss and James line, and a white lace jacket,
paternal grandparBeverly's
Eminently qualified to be a
- 1Viaddox and Mrs. W. L Durbin
who
Martin.
of
Walker
Randallat
:that
length
with three - quarter
ents Mrs. J. L Hill and the late model - - she does just
of Fulton discussed the cancer
were married Saturday after- sleeves. She wore a shoulderMr. Hill, claim Pontotoc, Mis- the Mademoiselle Shop in Memfund drive and asked the club
Mcat
the
at
4.
March
17.
noon,
cascade members to help solicit funds
sisippi as their home and her phis.
length lace veil with
Connell Baptist Church.
grandparents L B.
Congratulations, Bev, WE're
maternal
of pearls and ceqiiins.
for this drive.
beautifully
was
house
The
and the late Mrs. Berry call the bustin' the buttons on our vests
The bride carried a white
of
arrangements
decorated • with
Deep South state of Alabama, tor pride in you.
Bible, topped with a what
staring flowers. The lace covered orchid.
their home - place.
table held as its centerpiece a
Probably no other Lady in
From our Travel Department
The maid of honor wore a
crystal bowl with a low arrange- pink faille dress, with a pink
the Realm of this year's Mem- comes the interesting news that
spirea
and
jonquils.
ment
of
her
and
boast
Caldwell
can
phis Cotton Carnival
Annie Lou •
lace jacket, pink hat and other
forsythia. The dinner was served accessories. Her flowers were
- of such a wide expanse of South- mother, Mrs. Myrtle Caldwell of
buffet
style.
•
Sunday
ern territory as can lovely, McConnell, left Fulton
pink roses.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
For the delightful occasigt
brown - eyed Beverly, who is a morning for a trip to Anchorage,
following
Immediately
the
full
BIG DOUBLE FEATURE
soft
blue
.Myra Ann chose a
music major at Southwestern.
Alaska. These two ladies will
ceremony, the couple left on a
skirt with a rhinestone and short wedding trip. Upon their
Being a Lady of the Realm tour the great northwestern part
pearl
studded
white jersey return they will be at home on
is another in the long line of of our country - - then on upSPENCER 1
blouse with low neckline. Her University Street in Martin.
lonors that has come to Bever- up to the Alaskan country.
jewelry was of rhinestones and
NOR111111S1 l'Xs•Va.
ly. Her charm, her beauty and Now, the inspiration for this
pearls. She wore a corsage of
.her ability as an entertainef wonderful trip is none other
have made an enviable repute- than to see a brand new mem- CONGRATULATIONS FROM DAUGHTER: It was a pink roses.
Mrs. Moss was lovely in a
:ion for her. Having appeared ber of their family, the new happy occasion last Wednesday evening at Smith's Rose
Lash 1.aRue
black crepe dress with soft lines.
—on television shows in Memphis son of Myrtie's daughter, Dor- Room as
Fulton's 1955 Citizen o the Year received Con- She wore a corsage of red roses.
and Jackson, Tennessee was itta Bolgus. Ifhe Bolgus famMO VI ES
Fuzz St John - In
Sylvadeen Moss and her twin
natural in her course of events ily Doritta, Mr. Bolgus and the gratulations both from the public and his pleased family.
FULT0N-MARTIN
since she won the Kentucky baby will live in Alaska inde- Group, above, ( h to r.) Shirley Maxwell, granddaughter sister, Alvaleen Salle 'looked
IOW Al. 45 E.
State Music Festival in 1954 finitely as Mr. Bolgus is with who flew from Ohio for the occasion; Mrs. Jones; Dr. especially lovely at their,.sister's
dinner.
Sylvadeen
and 1955 for her unusually an engineering firm there. So - Jones; Frances (Mrs. Alan) Jones, his only daughter; rehearsal
swore a blown wool costume
oeautiful voice.
Myrtie and Annie Lou plan to Mrs. J. T. Brundige, a sister.
suit with gold jewelry and her
Popular during her school stay several months. We know
flowers were carnations Alva years at Fulton High School they will have such an interest- die, who is having much suc- lightful reading.
Also - Color Cartoon ! !
she was named Miss Fulton ing trip.
cess in the television field - THURSDAY - FRIDAY
Hostesses for the occasion teen wore a pale gray matching
skirt with pearl
Ruth Browning has return- as well as the legitimate theatre. were Frances Cardwell. chair- sweater an
&High, was on the annual staff
TER MeCONNWLL STORY
lin her senior year and was one ed from Lexington, Kentucky Hal is the kind of person who man, Monette Cochran, Aline jewelry. She also wore a car- Alan Ladd
June Allison
of the campus favorites. On where she spent two weeks is always glad to see someone Homra, Frances Roper and Jo nation corsage.
Those who attended the nice
graduation she was offered a with her son, Billy and wife from home. Margaret and !key Westpheling.
SATURDAY ONLY
affair were Miss Moss, Mr.
% -music scholarship to Murray Barbara - - and we don't for- Read - - now of New York BLOWING WILD
State College, which she declin- get the object of Ruth's affec- also -entertained for them. .And
tMontelle and
Nelson Tripp Walker. Miss Sylvadeen Moss, Gary Cooper Barbara Stanwyck
ed to enter Southwestern where tion - - that brand new little the .happiest time of all was are the busiest ones these days Tommy Paschall. Don Richards.
GALLANT LEGION
she is a member of Chi Omega grandson, Master William ,Hunt when the whole gang got to- the Annual Cub Scout Minstrel aiMr. and Mrs Max Walker. the
Sorority. At Fulton High she Browning.
gether for dinner at the Roose- which will be given on April Rev. Leon Morris. the Rev. With
Favorite Stars
Louis Elliott, Mica Joan Stoker,
was a cheerleader and in our
Ruth and Ed Schmidt spent velt (see . picture) where they 9 - 10 at Carr Institute.
town no local program of enter- the week-end with their parents heard their favorite of all faraw
Monday your snarist dropped Miss .__.-Dotte
and Mrs.
tainineril— was Sever -complete and other relatives in Louisville. vorites - - -Gii3T-Lianiiiiidis. Dick by the Tripp home on State Line Jane, Kilgore. Mr
_
without the appearance of Be- The Schmidts are planning a Hill of Sydney, Australia (Mary and had a prevue of one of the Johnnie • Wainer. Miss Jane
verly.
gay time for the Easter season Leak's brother) was in New numbers to be given by the Fisher. Miss Joaenhine Penick,
WED - TH 1' RS
FRI.
Prominent among the honors as Ed and Elsie Leisure and York on business for his firm "Yankee Doodle Boys."
Mrs. L T. Caldwell. This Anna
0E4)0D ALLEY
which have come to this 108 children. Teddy and Carol of in Australia, so you may well
!mu
Caldwell.
Mr.
At
Mrs. R. H.
The youngsters in this numAlso: Latest News Events
pound blonde beauty is having Indianapolis will be their guests. imagine what a wonderful re- ber are Gregg
1..iuren Recall
Williamson, MOSS, Jr.. Michael Moss and John Wayne
CeIlbound Color Cartoon
been named as second alter- Elsie is Ruth's sister.
union everyone had. Dick will Johnnie Owen,
Hugh
Mac Jerry Coats.
Margaret and Fred Homra stop by Fulton for a-Visit with Sloan, Jimmie Yates. Stuart
The McConnell Baptist Church
have returned from a visit in his mother, Birdie Hill on Sec- Gayle Voelptil and Terry ASacramento, California. They ond Street, before returning dams. These boys are showmen at 4 o' clock Saturday afterattended the wedding of Mar- to Australia.
from "way back" and we know noon was the scene of the marrTHEATRE
Jackie Khourie to
that everyone will want to at- iage of Miss Myra Ann Moss,
FULTON-UMON CITY HIWAY garet's sister,
Ronald Woodford of SacramenDielbert Wood, Charles Bin- tend the minstrel because daughter of Mr. and Mrs R. H.
Eula Gordon has re- ford, Barbara Ann Boyd and it's going to be SUPER - - as Moss. Jr., and „James Randall
SATURDAY ONLY
to
turned from Louisville where Betty Gregory attended the always.
Walker. son of Thomas Earl
WYOMING RENEGADES
she attended a meeting of the Kappa Alpha Formal at MemMontelle told us that these
With
Phil Carey
.
Association
.
Health
Kentucky
phis State Saturday night. They Yankee -Doodle Boys .w11 be on
CAROLINA CANNONBALL
W. D. and Therese Bramham of were guests of Gaylen Varden, TV Friday night at 8:30 fibm
Fulof
With
Judy Canova Union City were guests
who is a member of Kappa Jackson. Tennessee. Marty Warton friends Sunday night . . . . Alpha.
ren and Jerry Coates will also
SUNDAY - MONDAY
Mr. and Mrs. Hershel Kimball
GENE AUTREY
appear on the program . . .
FORREST
THE MAN FROM LARAMIE and children, Brenda, Darrell
The Drama Department of WE'LL be watching Slim, boys.
TUCKER
• IN •
James Stewart and Philip of Albany, Ky. spend the Fulton Woman's Club had
With
with a special treat Tuesday even• IN •
Fulton
in
weekend
the
Ruth Schmidt entertained her
HELL'S ISLAND
their parents . . . .
ing
when
Lorine
Hughes
of
Hi-Lo
PadBridge
Club
Thursday
"THE
LASI
Payne
John
WED & THUFtS NITES
With
"NIGHT
Kathryn and ucah, Mary Latta, Ann Holland, evening at her home in the
Ina Little,
2 SWELL FEATURES
Smith Atkins spent the week- Pearlee Hogan and Dudley Mor- Country Club Courts.
ROUNDUP
FREIGHT"
TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY
VIEW FROM POMPEYS
end in Columbus, Georgia visit- ris entertained the group with
Winners of the games were
SITTING BULL
ing with Jerry Atkins who is a panel discusion of cuvent Ann Wiley, high score and
HEAD
PLUS: CARTOON — SERIAL
Dale Robertson stationed at Fort Henning. They New
ith
York plays. These ladies Shirley Easley. low. Late in the
AND
FORT ALGIERS
also went to Warm Springs be- returned from N. Y. Sunday evening Ruth served delicious
TAKE ME TO TOWN
Yvonne DeCarlo fore retur,ning to Fulton Sunday. after "play-going"
ith
while there. cake and coffee to her guests.
write on
could
Diarist
Your
Ramelle
Pigue, chairman of
Others playing were Martha
THURSDAY - FRIDAY
FRIDAY & SAT
and on about the WONDERFUL the department introduced Lor- Jane McKnight, Margaret Hurd,
LOVE IS A MANY
time the New York Theatre ine Hughes who led the panel Sue Byars, Kathryn Shupe, First Area Showing Of
SPLENDORED THING
Train gals had - - just to men- in discussing the plays they at- Betty Heltsley and Ann StalKentucky's Own Picture
Jennifer Jones tion a FEW things - - they had tended.
With
Ions..
Filmed In Kentucky
SarLittle
dinner one-night at
HERE COMES THE GIRLS
Katie Lome, Miller also enHal Rid. tertained the /group with a deown
Fulton's
with
di's
Bob
Hope
With

MIDWAY DRIVE-IN THEATRE

2 miles North of Fulton on US 51 at Hickman "Y"-

- Thursday — Friday —
LOOSE IN LONDON
Leo Gorcey

MARCH 24

NATIONAL GUARD ARMORY
UNION CITY. TENNESSEE

JOHNNY JAMES VS PRINCE OMAR
two out three falls .. . 60 minute time limit

MAIN EVENT
McCARTHY VS HERB LARSEN
TWO OUT OF THREE FALLS — NO TIME
LIMIT WINNER TAKE ALL

And The

eneesebniane.....Also 3 Stooges & Cartoon

Bowery

PLUS
FOUR GUNS TO THE BORDER
Rory Calhoun

Walter Brennan

— Saturday Only —
RICOCHET ROMANCE

Marjorie Main

Chill Wills

PLITS
BEHIND SOUTHERN LINES

Guy Madison

Andy Devine

— Sunday — Monday — Tuesday —
TANGIER INCIDENT

George Brent

Mary Aldon
PLUS --

CONQUEST OF COCHISE
John Hodiak
Robert Stack
Joy Page
— Wednesday — Thursday — Friday —
MEET THE KEYSTONE KOPS
Bud Abbott

Lou Costello

THE LAST POSSE

Broderick Crawford

John Derek

ADDED Saturday Only

NEW TYPE WESTERN
"JEEP HERDERS"
MONDAY
UESDAY
>MEDY

Southwest's pleasure-empire
Money-to-burn playboys
Party-loving women
Thrill-seeking husbands
Wives with locked bedroom doors
Go-along girls who must. hold Up their
end, come what may !

VAN JOHNSON
RUTH ROMAN
• IN

"BOTTOM Of

$31)
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TAX ON DISTILLERS MAY COST STATE
$30,600,000 IN SALES, 18,000 JOBS
The decision of distilling operators in Kentucky to curtail
Kentucky production, shift production to plants in other states,
or move entire operations out
of the state can affect up to
1C,000 jobs and ..reduce retail
sales by as much as $30,600,000
a year. Associated Industries of
Kentucky declared today.
other
potential
These and
losses were analyzed in the face
of a 100 per cent production tax

Come In And See Our New

M

Coleman
Super Performance
GAS FLOOR FURNACE
IMOUS
COLEMAN
FUIL-SAVINO
MUMS

rronwealth of Kentucky, which
may wind up with fewer ,doltars from distilling than it received before the 100 per cent
tax boost—and the Kentucky
citizens who will have to pick
increase passed by the Ken- up an extra tax tab themselves
tucky General Assemoiy and as a consequence."
by Governor
signed
A. B.4
Watkins said 8,500 persons in
Chandler. The tax would as- 21 Kentucky communities are
was distilled spirits at 10 cents
directly employed in the 48 lea gallon as it is produced. The
gal distilleries operating in Kentax was formerly 5 cents. Kentucky and that this number intucky is the only state that taxes
creases by as much as 30 per
production.
rent during peak bottling seaThe MK bulletin, prepared by sonsmanaging
Watkins,
Rayburn
Projecting this on the, estabdirector, declared:
lished basis that 100 basic in"The ultimate loser, of course, dustrial jobs generate 109 other
will be Kentucky businesses non-industrial jobs, the AIK
who may suffer cutbacks—the bulletin estimates 10,265 nonwhose industrial jobs are dependent
Kentucky employees
jobs may evaporate—the Corn- upon the distilling industry in
the state. These range from
more than 2,800 persons in reew seasessee *seas er
tail establishments to 1,000 in
cooperage and feeder industries.
Cobs
They also affect entertainment,
transportation, financing and
Ow NOM! sod FANO-other fields in large measure.
Citing that the direct payroll
i f r o in
alone
jobs
distillery
to $33,150,000 annually
BENNETT ELFCTRIC 'amounts
I for Kentucky workers, AIK ap110Ne. toi
FULTON
plied its,projection yardstick to

V-Belts

SITS Of
FLOOR —
KIDS NO
IIIASLMENT

1 2

JRDAY
ATIJRE

•

• In

;old"

)O fl ! !

TIJES
drama,
unfor-

ORR
San
_
Events
:artoon

PM

No ROOK
NO MT.
NO MFRS

"Worm Floor" Comfort
In 4 to 6 Rooms
You haven't seen what a gas
Soor-furnaoe can do, until you
see the new Coleman SUM
PERFORMANCE!New pcnrer;
new fuel-saving features, And
— an amazingly low prism
VIA us today!

l As-char
RCA VInter Ilendlliser 21.'
Siverona pica:re lobe-261 sq. Indims of
viewable plderel Hew 'Hidden Pamir
Twig isms yaw dial daadbc upi Now
Oakwood Melly Saead. Many eahh.
Chola of two high-style stands, optional,
mire. Model 2116082.

Up To 3 Years To Pay; Teems
As Easy As $1.23 Per Week

GRAHAM
FURNITURE CO
Phone 18
Walnut .St
Fulton, Ky.
FREE TICKETS will be given to the first 10 children
bringing a complete list of the mispelled words on this
page to Miss Warren, City Hall, South Fulton.

Sponsored By

THE SOUTH FULTON
BOOSTER (LUB
For Office Supplies
and Equipment, Call

Compliments

JAMES 0. BUTTS

OF

Now Associated With

HARVEY CALDWELL
FURNITURE
WADE
COMPANY
COMPANY
_
Office_Outfiters
Fulton, Ky.

Electric Motor, Switch Gear
Transfermer Rewinding

Compliments

SOUTH FULTON
ELECTRIC COMPANY ROPER TV SERVICE
OF

110 Paschall St.
J. 0. Smith Leon Faulkner
Days Phone 1050
At Night 137

Compliments
OF

FULTON BANK
Fulton, Kentucky
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Best Wishes

WHITNEL
FUNERAL HOME
Phone 118

pi esentt,i
in

Cal i

Dr. Frank J. Welch (left), director of the Kentucky Agricultural
Fittwriment Station, accepts from K. M. Watt, president of Kentucky Utilities Company, a check for $25,000 as part of a $75s000
gift by Kentucky Utilities to the Thomas Poe Cooper Agricultural
Foundation. The gift is being to.ed by the cntversity of Kentucky
for agricultural research riiI dei.elopment In the state.
determine the economic impact Senior Play
loss of the industry would have
on these .and peripheral jobs.
Cast Is Chosen
On this basis the loss would
Tryouts for the senior play,
amount to $30,600,000 in retail
sales in the varlous fields of "Brother Goose," were held
goods; groceries, March 14 after school. The folconsumer
clothing, automobiles, gasoline, lowing people were selected
budding materials and other
for the cast
lines.
Jeff Adams—Will H. tiondurant
quoted
these,
AIK
Besides
Allen
possible tax losses to education Peggy Winkel—Janet
Hudson—Diane Bennet
in individual counties, unclud- Lenore
Powell
ing local option counties. They Hy—Melinda
. range from a high of $547,730 in Wes—Red Hatler
state aid for Jefferson cbunty Eve—Bettye Gregory
Hastings
schools down to $3,778 for Mrs. Trimmer—Grace
Sara—Nell Holland
Robertson county schools.
Wiley
The alcoholic beverage indus- Carol—Mollie
Brady
try paid approximately $12,000,- Truck driver—Tommy
Swift
Helen—Bessie
in
year
last
taxes
000 in direct
"Brother Goose" is a 3-act
addition to its proportionate
share of corporate income, pro- comedy by William Davidson,
perty, licenses and other taxes in which Jeff Adams mistakes
required of all businesses. Pro- Peggy Winkel for the new
rated for state-government pur- maid, and Peggy, tired of sellposes, some $7,000,000 went to ing hosiery and fond of childto ren, agrees to stay on and help
$3,500,000
and
education
health and welfare programs out. But Lenore Hudson has
just inherited a million dollars,
and institutions.
AIK hinted also that quiet and has commissioned Jeff to
curtailment has already started, build her a new house, which
she hopes he will eventually
saying:
"Since passage of the 100 per share with her. Hy, the little
boost on distilled tomboy, whose passion is footcent tax
spirits plans for expansion in ball, hates Lenore because she
Kent uc4c y have ground to a is building her house on their
sudden halt. Several distilleries football lot, and is starting to
quickly announced consideration excavate the very day of the
of moving to other states—and important game. In an excruthis was followed by a strange ciatingly funny scene, Hy puts
a crimp in Lenore's plans but
quiet on the distilling front.
"Only a prophet can foretell Peggy shields Hy and takes the
the extent of curtailment that blame herself. Jeff flares up at
Is in the offing—but it is al- her. Peggy thinks she doesn't
ready evident that it will be have a chance competing with
a girl who inherited a million
appreciable."
--t
dollars, and leaves. Then Jeff
Plans have been made to pro- realizes how much Peggy means
vide telephone service for 55 to him. Hy gets his football
additional farm famine-, in Boyd squad out and they bring Peggy back. And then Peggy, in
county.

See wky 41.
et#04.4
. M!l CONDITIONERS
tool betttr
CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY
Phone 401

'Commercial Ave

FREE I
DRY CLEANING FOR EASTER
IF WE MISS A BUTTON
(Leather and Sport Buttons
Excluded)
YES, if we return a man's

SUIT - SHIRT - PANTS
with a button missing, we
will dry clean

FREE
another of the same

MEN'S SUITS —

75`

at call office-85c delivered

MEN'S PANTS —

40`

at call office-45c delivered

OK LAUNDRY & CLEANERS,INC.
Fulton, Ky.

Phone 130

FREE TICKETS will be given to the first 10 children

!AFT -RA

PART I
ACT I — "The Grand Entry Parade"
Ringmaster, Jack Sterling of TV's
"Big Top," Color Guard, The Jubilee
Promenaders. Majorettes,

"Clarabelle," the "Howdy-Doody"
Clown, "Cliffie," the "Super Circus" Clown, "Esmaraldie," the
female clown, "Queen of the
Sawdust Ring," "Bozo," the Human Skeleton Clown from "Barnum Bailey - Ringling Bros.,"
"Nicki," the Sad Faced Tramp
Clown of "Super Circus," "Clancy," the Irish Cop Clown of "SellsFloto Circus," and the Roust
a bouts.
ACT II — "A
Alley."
Featuring

Nightmare in

Clown

All "Laff -0- Rama"
Clowns and "The Flying Saucer
Men from Outer Space."

ACT III — "Miss America and The
Liberty Ponies."

Presenting the trainer, Miss
America, and Her Eight Prancing,
Dancing Liberty Ponies.
ACT IV — "Big Top Tumblers and
Acrobatic Artists."
ACT V — "Stars from TV's Toast of
The Town Show."

Spotlighting Scintilating Celebrities in a Spectacular showing of
Superlative Specialties.
Ice Cream —

Phone 307

not I running
The play will by
few
the May 4 at 8 o'k lin k
the Auditorium.

If,
r 4i

Milk

Your RCA and Zenith
Dealers

her delightfully vague (but
so dumb) way, pulls a
tricks herself and puts
million dollar baby out of

--•••••-

0.4

00

poxiA
MILK CO.

coadtArGutRizto
Pim

itzwo
Fulton, Ky.

Phone 813

bringing a complete list of the mispelled words on this
page to Miss Warren, City Hall, South Fulton.

Funds To Be Used For

ACT VI — "The Trained Tigers of the Big
Cage."

ACT

Headlining -Alias "Bring 'Em Back
Alive" Buck and her Terrific
Tamed and Trained Tigerettes.
VII — "Gertie, the Goofie Giraffe."
Offering for the first time in any
arena — An Educated Human
Animal — Gertie, the Goofey
Giraffe.

ACT VIII — "TV's Merry Madcap Midwestern
Ozark Jubilee Hayride."

Giving you the best in Country,
Folk, Western, and Hillbilly entertainment.
TEN MINUTE INTERMISSION
PART El
ACT IX"— "The Bicycling Boys from Bolivia."
An Act Extraordinaire — Boys Perform
and
Whizzing
Pritricate Routines on
Whirling Wheels.
ACT X — "The Three Bears and Goldilocks."
A Facinating Fantasy from the Realm ot
Fairyland.
ACT XI — "The Queen Ballerinas of the
Bordeaux Ballet."
A Breathtaking Ballet of Beauty COM binirig Color, Melody, and Motion into
an Unforgettable Scene.
ACT XII — "The Clown Alley Hot Rod races."
ACT XIII — "The Hokey-Pokey Wild Animal Style."
ACT XIV — "The Bareback Riding Beauties."
Marilyn, Monroe, Dagmar,
Featuring
Gypsy Rose Lee, Sophie 'nicker, Betty
Hutton, Marlene Dietrich, Rita Hayworth
and Betty Grable.
ACT XV — "The Grand Finale."
Presenting in one Arena the Entire Ensemble of
rformers of "Laff-O-Rama "

compliment.
ROB'S SHELL
SERVICE
Get your S & H Green
Stamps on each purchase!
Phone 9141 Fulton, Ky.Tenn. Collinwood & Hiway
45-E,

IRBY'S FASHION
SHOP
Ladies Ready-to-Wear
"Quality with
Prises that Please"
Phone 540

ATKINS MOTOR
SALES
Home of
Good Used Cars
Paul Puckett
James Fuller
Tillman Adams

-We Wheel 'Em —
—We Deal 'Em

8:16 P.M. FRIDAY,SATURDAY, MARCH 23-24

BASKETBALL
PROMOTION
Compliments

Best Wishes

OF
Leon Hutchens —

John E. Bard
— Johnny Holland

WHITEWAY
SERVICE STATION

SOUTH FULTON
CLEANERS

Phone 9145

Welding Shop

Best Wishes

All Mechenical Work:

from

General Repair on
Farm Machinery

PARCHMAN BROS.
GARAGE
404 E. State Line

Ph. 235

DUKE'S AUTO
PARTS COMPANY
James Green,

WES-TENN. DEPT.
STORES, INC.
Martin, Tennessee
Fulton, Kentucky

Compliments
from

Jack Graves

Duke Crews

Owners
Phones 910-911
Distributors for Clinton engines,
chain saws and parts; also
Briggs A Stratton. Complete
line of automotive parts and
machine shop.

JACK'S
BARBER SHOP
Church

Street

AT SOUTH FULTON HIGH
SCHOOL GYMNASIUM

In N

HOSPITAL NEWS
JONES CLINIC Carol Ray, Greenwood, Miss.;
Mary Beth Anderson. Water
V. Brown,
Valley: Mrs. R
W. J..McKinney.
Mrs. C. M. Wright, Mrs. M. E.
Schmidt, Mrs Bob Dotson, Mrs.
James Pogue and baby, all of
Thacker,
Fulton; Mrs. Ella
Detroit, Mich.
HAWS MEMORIAL Mrs. R. L. illegood, Fulton;
Mrs. Billy Underwood. Union
City, Term.; Mrs. Laverne Morgan, Water Valley; Mrs. Cecil
McDaniels, Fulton; Nathan Edv.-ards, Dawson Springs. Ky.;
'14..ac 4
IMrs. Fred Wade, Crutchfield,
Rt.
REUNION IN NEW YORK: The above picture, take at the Hotel Roosevelt in New York last week indicates a Ky.; Mrs. Floyd McMillan,
Meredith,
Angie
Mrs.
Fulton,
I
4,
Pearlee
.
happy get-together for old Fulton friends. (left): Dick Hill, Sydney, Australia, and sister, Mary Latta;
,Rt. 1, Fulton, Betty Henderson,
•
Hogan, Ikey Read, Lorene Hughes, Margaret Read, Ann Holland. (See Diary).
Rt. 3, Fulton; Mrs. Powell Melton, Water Valley; Mrs. Clayton
Church attended the Kyle, Crutchfield; Mrs. Ruth
Page 6 The Fulton News Thurs., March 22, 1956 1 NEWS AROUND THE "Y" t 11.ptist
Francis.
Youth Rally at New-Hope Bap- Finch, Mrs. R.
'The Kid-Way Drive In opened tist Church Saturday night.
Stephens, all of Fulton; Michael
Friday night with a big free
Miss Patricia Jeffress spent , Hodges, Dresden. Tenn.; Doroshow. A large crowd -attended. Saturday night with Miss Judy thy Young, June Parham, Rt. I,
Each child was given candy and Wolberton.
Vaughn Stephens. Mrs, Dixie
ballons.
Mr. and Mrs, Elgie Hill and Zopf, Rt. 3. all of Futon.,
Miss Rebecca Bradley spent baby have moved to Mr. Henry FULTON HOSPITAL Thursday night with Miss Judy Walker's old house. Welcome to
Sam .Hutchens, Rt. 2, Fulton:
Wolberton.
the neighborhood.
Webb Brown, Dukedom; Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Curd and
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Slayden Bill Brows. at 3. Martin; Jesdaughters have purchased a and Tony were dinner guests of sie Joyner. Rt. 3. Fulton; Mrs.
home in East Fulton and moved Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Underwood Oneal Jones. Fulton; Arlie Morlast week. Good luck in your in Union City Saturday night. ris, Water Valley; Theresa Ann
new home folks.
Jones. Paducah: Mrs
Lucy
SEE
Taylor. Fulton; Abe Jolley. Fill
THE NEW MAGIC OF HOME HEATING
Open Hickman Floral Shop
Mr. and drs. Jake Smith of
George Lawrence, Rt. 2
ALSO COLEMAN WATER HEATERS I Cayce visited Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. John Austin an- ton:
IT HERE
Cleveland Bard a while Satur- nounce the opening of their Water Valley: Mrs. Andri •
Jchnson. Hickman; Martha Jae,
-Sold on Very Easy Termsday.
new Flower Shop, "The Flower
Mayfield; Mrs. Iva Ha'
Mrs. John Austin and son, Mart," in Hickman. with open son,
Kelly Reams. Rt
Rickman:
p.
m.
to
5
2
T.
planned
from
house
Mark of Hickman :and Mrs.
Mrs.
W. B. Thompson.
Fulton;
Flower
0. Butts spent Friday with Mrs. Sunday afternoon. The
Luther Picker
Fulton;
4.
Rt
Troy
Ave.
Edward Wolberton and family. Mart is located at 909
Telephone 18c,
303 Walnut Street
Water Valley; Bobby Crav.
45 members of Mt. Carmel in Hickman.
Fulton: B. B Steven sem. Fulton.
Vaine- Bone. Rt. I. Wingo. Mrs.
George SwiRr,art, Fulton: WI.
Milv. Fry. Fulton; Fred Moore,
Clinton: Mrs.' David Hollowa%
r,ikon
owd,••
Mr
n
AshIl.
Fulton;
Mrs.
Susie
Cayce

I

SEE US FOR SPRING PLANTING NEEDS I
• Korean and Kobe Lespedeza; Red Top,
Timothy, Fescue, Orchard grass.
• Red, 'White and Ladino Clover

1

LIBERAL CASH DISCOUNT ON FERTILIZER

I

SEED CORN NEEDS

ACktf Mt/SON
East State Line

Phone 202

PRE-EASTER
SPECIALS
4

tOg

ELECTRIC

SEWING MACHINE
CONSOLE MODEL
REVERSIBLE SEWING
DeLUXE HEAD
ATTACHMENTS AND TOOLS

Mr.
Fancy
portati,
Corn
a later

$89.95
LIMITED SUPPLY
17.2
$10-00
Hue
Ben
For Your Old

BURROW,CANNON
& BURROW
Real

Mr.
m:
Cita
K e nt tic
Ma
1963 c
Comps

LUCKY SHOPPER SPECIAL

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY

Insurance And

ordcr for your

GRe

Comfort costs so little wit:i
FLOOR
FURNACES

KASNOW'S

gelliesky

Est.itc

Mattress

Home Freezer

On Any Inner-Spring
Mattress

$298.50

For Best ?service in Fire
and A 4nobile Insurance

WADE FURNITURE COMPANY
"Trade with WADE and SAVE"
Fulton, Ky.
112 Lake Street

SEE
/

Charley Stephenson

C MARKET

REGULAR 18.96, 16,95 VALUES 1

Ladies Toppers

O•

$13

Zia=

WOOL WASHABLE NYLON - SIZES 8-18

Moulton Gambill, Owit3r
Located on 45-E, 1 miles out cf Fulton on Martin Highway

PRICES GOOD THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY, SUNDAY

WASHABLE NYLON I SIZES 7-14; REG 10.95-12.95- 14.95 VALUES
111110

sear

Childrens Toppers
mA9

6.88)

(SIZES 3-6X, 8.95 VALUES

BOYS SUITS
Children's
Coat Sets

Rayon

gabardine

and

$88 FREE
Norwood or
BACON
Hostess; tray pack lb. 29c
ONE RACK!
KIDS

$10.95

DAVY CROCKETT
CLOTH PATCHES
ow RN em rawPAWN

SUITS

FLAVOLICIST IOW SIMMS

MIENS SPORT COATS

and

$19.95 VALUES

TOPPERS

RAYON LINEN

$12.95

Values to $22.95
$1$.95-26.95 VALUES

$5.95 $8.95 ALL WOOL

$15 & $20

$8.88

(Dark colors only)

MENS' DRESS PANTS
Values to 9.95 -- 500

BOYS' DRESS PANTS
Values to 5.95 -- 198

3I

LADIES

$16.95 VALUES. __

P * Regularly to 12.95

SALE PRICE

acetate

checks. Sizes 6-18: Regular $14.95 And

* Rayon and acetate
* matching bonnet and bag.
*.5j
1 to 6'z

and

WE WILL GIVE AWAY 4 REELFOOT HAMS Saturday night March 31st. All you do is register each time
you come in. You do not have to be present to win.
Winners will be announced 9:15 to 9:30 over WFUL
Sunday April 1st.

ME.

KASNOW'S
DEPARTMENT STORE

448-50-52 Lake St.

Fulton, Ky.

SAUSAGE

29c

KREY, M),ROLL

MAYROSE CELLO PACKED

"ALL MEAT" FRANKS

LB 43`

CountryHO3JOWL1b. 29c
U. S. GOOD
CHUCK ROAST
WITH $3.00 ORDER
HUMKO
3 LBS
CAN
BALLARD BISCUITS
REG SIZE
OXYDOL

LB. 39c
69c
2 For

2.5c
31c

U. S. CHOICE
SIRLOIN STEAK
KRAFT'S
SALAD DRESSING
PT.
GOLDEN WEST
CHEESE
2 LBS
LARGE
IVORY SOAP
2 FOR

LB 69c
3firc
69c
29c

TURNIP GREENS home gum 2-lbs 29c
RADISHES ( cello pack)
FOR 19c
GREEN ONIONS
CARROTS (cello pack) L

3-DOZ SIZE
PASCALL CELERY
2 FOR
(()I,DEN RIPE
BANANAS
2 LBS FOR

29c
29c

SPECIALS AT B & C SANDWICH SHOP--- OPEN 7 AM TO 7PM
25c I Coffee,
Pit Barbecue sandwich
cup
Sc
Cheeseburger
25c Jumbo hamburger
25e
T BONE steak, french fries
81.50
J. T. BROCKWELL, Chef

,

CLINTON, MARTIN ON dal program
GOSPEL HYMN TIME
When it's Gospel Hymn Time
it is always time to tune your
radio dial to 1270 WFUL every
Sunday afternoon from 2 to 330
n. m. Bro.11. Wesley Richardson
in the air with some of the
talent that is helping hitt, on
"Gospel Hymn Time."
Sunday afternoon, March 25,
2 to 2:300 the Assembly of God
Church of Clinton, Ky. will be
the guest artist. Bro. Thurman
Onvis, pastor, and Mrs. Mary
Jo Byassee will have charge of
I I I,. group from the Clinton

EDS I

HAPPY BrATHDA fl

From 2:30 to 3 will be a ape-I
from Martin, Tenn.,: Happy Birthday: March 22:
Lu
t.vcil Thomas will be in ' Mrs. Morgan Davidson, Jean
Fenwick, Mrs. Bill Holland, R.
C. Pickering; March 23: Joe
* Western Homemakers
Don Pigue, David Homra, Mrs.
.1 • . ,'urn •
ir:441.
r
J T. Robey, Joe Weaver Hill,
for the young people of our Treva W. Splane, T. T. Boaz,
community.
John Adams; March '24: Mrs.
The young people of today Jack Allen; March 25: David
grown
will be the
ups of to- Carl Puckett, Gary Ray Lippart;
inorrciw, so things we do to help March 26: Dana Ward Puckett,
them, whether these things be Katherine Williamsson; March
great or small, may in .some 27: Rowan Walker; March 28:
way help them to help others.
Milton Exum. Charley Overbey.

GET
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LAKE STREET LIQUOR STORE
Across From The

Lake Street Eat

Ccca-Cola Plant

All Favorite Brands

)
,A

PLENTY FREE

PARKIN!

MORE LOW PRICES ON MORE ITEMS... MORE DAYS OF THE WEEK...AT Ad'I

EVEN IF

IZER

you

were the Maharajah
of Mesopotamia...

'YOU CAN PUT YOUR TRUST IN

COM' SI% lik&
C.U.LI
spit "
11
Pt

".`..1 per .Right" Quaily• MEATS!

1 SUPER RIGHT
QUALITY •

;
11Per-31
.P'

at, Limp
Martha Sue Holland
Mr. and Mrs. ‘Villiam Holland announce the approaching marriage of their daughter, Martha Sue, to Robert
C. Cash, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. V. Cash of Fancy Farm,

Kentucky.
Martha Sue is a graduate of Fulton High School in the
1953 class and is now employed at the Friendly Finance

SUPER RIGHT SMOKED, 10 to 16 LB. AVG.

You couldn't buy finer
whiskey than

Cream of
Kentucky

Company in Fulton.

Mr. cash is a graduate of St. Jerome's High School at
Fancy Farm. At present he is employed by the Transportation Department of the U. S. Post Office.
Complete plans for the wedding will be announced at
a later date.

C.,

Beef

KENTUCKY'S FINEST WHISKEY-A BLEND
St PROOF. 70% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS,
MALY 0451.. INC.. FRANKFORT. KY.

49

'• :i01 E

Hams P

1 PUTTF ON

Right C..oited
it IS

SUPER
RIGHT

ALL
3
(
if ) GOOD

La

'
ll welcome the fresh, pretty
You
look of KASNOW'S fashions for
Easter . . and the way they add to
your loveliness. See our collection now and choose early!Our
modest prices will appeal
to your budget, too!

IAY

A complete line of Ladies
ready-to-wear including dresses, Dusters

Satur:1 time
to win.

lovely new suits, shoes
and millinery for
Spring and Easter!

3 FOR

Pineapple

MARSH
Grapefruit 'SEEDLESS
O
Carrots C/U.AP 1 tiESH

3gc
69c
29c

'.9c
29c
29c

)7PM
Etc
25e
Chef

inlomen.

A 10

SUPER RIGHT
OVEN READY

La. 590

*Boum)* moat roprosonfs about 23% of
your food budgot, it's important to know
... ASP'. "Super-Right" Quality is • reliable
standard of top most value.
"Super-Right" assures
yea
that
whaler's
you shoos* at AlsP is Quality.Right
.
Controlled-Right .. Preporod•Right ... SoldRight and Priced-Right.

8 BAG 49c

.4

complete

P

reservesP
at=4-"Acil
ksw,ay 2 JA
LIR49c

Hershey Choc. Bars
Jelly Eggs
Green Beans
Apple Savo
Grated Tuna Fish

ALMIONID-BULIC
GRACIE=

GIANT
ST=

2

GOOD
QUALITY

CAN

39$
1
49$

4
2 c'AiL. n0
rANZ
E

lb

Sharp Cheddar Cheese
Silverbrook Butter
Sunnyfield Butter OnA7.74:'
Mild Cheddar Cheese
Phila. Cream Cheese
Ice Cream
microns

beautiful Prim Hose, handbags, skirts, blouses
lingerie, can-can slips
Outfit your children
at tiasnow's too!Dresses
of washable nylon and cotton
for children and sub-teens;

Easter Egg Dye
Townhouse Crackers

59It

L
CT1L

For the men and the boys
kasnow's has suits and shoes;
men's sport coats. jackets,
hats, slacks, sport and

PE"GLII

2 $
44-GAL. it90
CTN.

Kraft's Caramels

weet

Fulton

496
LIB.

Yams

PUERTO RICAN
PEAK BLAND
CLEAVED READY TO ORE

10
0

WOE.
CELLO I
LARGE log
BUNCH

16-0Z.1 OC

IONA CAN

fruit

EA°
4z
s29c
°44"
-SectionsZ
ILITY - WHIT& IVICE
CHOCOLATE

O vsts.ow on
Cake MixS

S-OZ.
PKG. 10'

It's National RICE Weal

Sunnyfield Rice L1141 ___2

29'
2 Ma. 25'

Sultana Rite GRAIN

Pita.

10$
33$

'
La.

I -LB.
CAN

ao CAN

OVEN
READY _

2

°.

CHOCOLATE likt

Spanish Bar cakeEe 29c

Cherry Streusel Pie
Donuts
Apple Raisin Coffee Cake
Cherry Iced Cup Cakes v}iArsit
Layer Cake ORA1214EGEPIJEI:CIIGNIET
White Bread JANE PARKER
PLAIN - SUGARED
OR CINNAMON

$-OZ.
JARS

EA.

PKG.
OF 4
SIZE
I1/
4 LB
LOAF

Woodburys Soap 'lg.
Nabisco Ritz Crackers

Joy

LIQUID
DETERGENT --_

90

CTN.
DOZ.

33'
350
59'
17°

3 SARS 28°
isSOK a
OZ. qv

30-4

C2Ti
7

GIANT
CAN

72'

16-0Z.
BOX

25'

024

rill

Spk lit Span Cleaner

25°

,I 5 3 R3i4 93'
Crisco Shorteninge(E4

45

Duz Soap Powder pLicGo. 30' T'72'
11,
Oxydol Detergent
75'

DELICIOUS
CANDY

Kraft's Salad Mustard ___2

EA. 39'

PARTE

JANE
PARE EA

TER

DOT.

KRSNOW'S

BUI
AG
"

S
Kok
Gress Onions

Iikt 35
ig_oz. 39. Blue Cheer
Kraft's French Dressing 8(
24
.

41

448-52 Lake Street

MS
25-01.

IA: 1 3' 2 PLICIG. 25'

Kraft's Malted Milk

dress shirts and all of
the usual accessories!

454

Li.

STATE
-MAN

Navy Beans BP-7°P

Fluffo Shortening
Bollard's Biscuits

596

1-13. L
ROLL
I

MICE CIO=

a wonderful stock of shoes
and accessories.

4

ai
P
s
l

ICED AND SPICED

OIIALITY

ea4ie4 Be9inci.

SAO

39•

DOMESTIC

including

‘
fii
N S
il
P

ANN PAGE PURE

CAL!?.

line of Ladies

accessories

SP°

Cream Style White Corn

AIIIITD

-B 69c

LB

DOZ.
I-LB.
CELLO BAG

Cheese

9c

290

8 it:1c; .49$
490
10$

Allt1 FANCY

1 43`

LE.

Sticks 1 ?29c

W V)8 SIZE

ranges

ay

29'

354

Leg '0 Lamb

JUICY FLORIDA

CAL'709N1A

9c

LB.

Fried Fish

490

CALIFORNIA200225SIZE

Ky.

WFUL

43°

10
I iS AVG

BELTS VILLE

lb.29
C

NPIOWP

Easter Parade

T

9c

or
Eno Shank
But, Port Lb jj I Port LB.

Oranges

l'ERE COMES
THE...

PORTION

Sup•r
/Whol•
Hams 10 To
Sliced Bacon (
TOO LS,RiGHT
Smoked Picnics 4SUPER
AVG.
CUT
UP
Frying Chickens TRAY PACK
OVEN READY / 4 TO
Turkeys

BLADE
CUT
CHUCK

CAP'N JOHN

SHANK "-P•

lb.

Roast

190

Dreft Detergent _

LG.
PKG.

4I

LG.
PKG. NY

PLKGG.

30'

GIANT
PKG.

GIANT
PKG.

72'

Gitgi

72'

All Prices In This Ad Effective Through Saturday, March 14

Sandwich Spread
Ivory Soap

GUEST
SIZE

4ban 25#

RAFT'S g.oz.
ICMIRACLE
23# JAR
wwtr

3

284
REG.BARS

LG.
BAS

37°
15

WIAnn

SOWS

1150
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CAYCE M. Y. F. IS HOST
TO SUB - DISTRICT
MEETING MARCH 19

PALESTINE HOMEMAKERS
HEAR INTERESTING
PROGRAM ON TENNESSEE

STATIE LINE HOMEMAKERS
ENJOY ALL-DAY MEETING
IN HOME OF MRS. WALKER
I
The State Line Club held its
regular meeting on March 12 in I
the home of Mrs. Hazel Walker
with an all day meeting. Twelve
members answered roll call
with a new vegetable or a new
flower they like to grow.
The devotional was given lay
Mrs. Adair Cannon taken from
Ephesians 6: 1-4. The theme
was "Am I a good parent".
The Club will sell all occasion
cards. Several wanted to order
and make foot stools for their
homes.
Mrs. Effie Winstead gave the
landscaping on setting plants„
trees, rose cutting and evergreen, which was very helpful.
A buffet luncheon was enjoyed at the noon hour. After lunch Mrs. Doyle Phillips gave a
very interesting lesson on new
fabrics, new names in fabric
selection.
sunshine
recsiiii4rig
Those
gifts were Mrs: Neuman Croft,
Mrs. Jack Williams. Mrs. Effie
Winstead and Mrs. Maurice Coffman, Mrs. William Ward and
Mrs. Carolyn Coffman were the
recreation leaders and interesting games were enjoyed by all.

View NOWS
I PleasantGeorge
Elllett •
Mrs.

Wiles. Others
iatives of M S
were Mr. and Mrs. Wilton Holt
and Rhonda; Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Wiles, Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Wade.,
The Spring revival al Pleasant View will begin next Sunday night with Bro. Lowery
doing the preaohing.
Mis. Glen Clement, a patient
in the Baptist Hospital at Mem
phis is doing as well as can be
expected.
Mrs. Jeter BowlIn
Mr. and
had as their guest Sunday .Bro
and Mrs. Wall, Ronnie, Gail and
James Wall, Mr. and Mrs Frnest Jackson, Less and Freddie,
Mrs. Jim Mansfield is staying with a Mrs. Lovelace. in

handling
The M. Y. F. of Cayce was
Bro. Wall delivered the regDistrict meet,
lesson host to the Sub
ular morning message at PleasHome- ing which was held March 19,
ant View Sunday. Bro. Eddie
by Marie Holland
makers Club at their meeting at the Cayce Methodist Church.
Morris a young Minister, preach16. The meeting was
Sunday night.
business meeting was open
March
The
ed
Home Demonstrator Kentucky Utilities
held at the community house by the sub - district president
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Thomas.
and seventeen niembers were Sfirruny Stanford of Martin,
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Butts and
to hear Mrs. 'Bertha Tenn. The program "The Meanpresent
Grandson, Mike, went to KenNever
cloth.
damp
a
with
Not only do we want to take wipe
and Mrs. Frank Stroud ing of Church Sacrament" was
Nugent
tucky Lake-Sunday.
Do not
the best of care for our ranges put the iron in water.
give this informative lesson.
presented as a panel discussion
Mr and Mrs. Bernard ,Clark
small
our
but
any
or
tors
nooks
pasiron over buttons,
and refrigera
The devotional and thought with Brother Bob Dotson,
Boys are visiting relatives
and
t
importan
as
scrmay
just
appliances are
hard article. To do so
tot the month were given by tor of the South Fulton Church
Community.
this
in
for.
Reatch the surface of the iron.
to know how to care
Richard Mobley. "Land- as leader. The youths who were
Webb Brown and Mrs. Bill
soon Mrs. Notes" were presented by on the program were Patsy and
as
cord
the
other
replace
no
or
is
pair
there
iron,
Our
scape
Brown both are in the hospital
appliance that we use any more, as it shows sign of wear. Re- Mrs. Percy King. Recreation for Pansey Nanney of the New
with pneumonia.
contact
the
is
Bobby
It
Church,
for
this.
care
t
member
to
how
Methodis
Hope
games,
the day, a song and two
but do we know
gardamp
Methe
City
with
Rice
heat
iron.
the
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Brann and Martin.
of
.
with
your
it? Avoid dropping
was led by Mrs. Dean Harwood Berkley
not
Kenneth
children and Mr. and Mrs. CharKeep bottom of iron clean. Wait ment that removes wrinkles
s of the thodist Church, and
highlight
the
of
One
don't
Methodley Brown spent Sunday with
No man is wise enough by
until the iron has cooled then the pressure or weight, so
was the presentation of Jones of Chapel Hill
yourself out pressing meeting prepared by Mrs. Harry ist Church.
and Mrs. H. L. Brown of himself
wear
Mr.
a paper
— Plautus
Hickman.
down. Let the heat do the job. Murphy, reading chairman. The
At the close of the meeting
Jasper Elliott
Mr. and Mrs
Is your coffee maker Making title was "Historien1 Interests of communion services were held
attended the funeral of MI
as good coffee as it did? Keep Tennessee" and was beautifully with the host pastor, Rev. Henthe coffee maker clean as the read by Mrs. Lon Brown.
Wilkinson in Union City Sunry Webber in charge.
afternoon.
oils that remain after the cofday
young
A40
about
was,
,
Their
president
Mrs. Frank Stroud,
and Mrs J., D. Golden
Mr.
fee is made that causes the ranthe
with
meeting
the
at
sespeople
presided over the business
Mr and Mrs. Joe Craft
son,
cid bitter taste. If your coffee
nd
FUNERAL HOME
the
having
Circuit
Fulton
South
the
sion and gave a report of
Chui eh at Pleasant
attended
maker has a cloth filter be sure
present.
incorporated
The largest number
meeting.
Council
Advisory
to rinse out with cold water afView Sunday.
to
agreed
sly
be
unanimou
Val
members
meeting
April
The
Mr. and Mrs. Wilton Holt atter each use and keep the filextend a "vote of thanks" to held at Chapel Hill Methodist
tended the Bible institute at
ter cloth in a glass of cold water.
Robiert Church and at this time the
and
Stroud
'
Frank
If yours is a metal coffee makWater Valley Saturday night.
Thompson for their work in new officers will be elected.
Mr. and Mrs Loyd Wiles and
er you should once in a while
the
in
pictures
with
new
closed
hanging
The meeting was
had as their guests Sunsubstitute baking soda for cofJimmy
addithe
for
pashouse and
It was a balmy April even- day Raymond Lane„ Frank
prayer by Brother Russell,
fee. This will remove any ran- club
Three Resident LIssemi
kitthe
in
a new shelf
tor of the local Methodist irg along the Thames A visit- Lane, Mr. and Mrs Glenn HowWash it time and again! You
cid taste and this that may have tion of
Embalmers
Englishan
and
chen.
American
ing
Church.
id
all
mar
the
can't
matchless
been absorbed by the metal.
ard Lane and Son Ricky
as
stroll,
a
for
out
serwas
were
man
luncheon
beauty of this de bars latex
relu,cle
pot
A
If you are using a percolator do
Princeton, Ky. These were
wall paint.
"What stops most peocile the twilight deepened and the
not pour out all the coffee while ved at noon with Mrs. Roy
$ 89
Gorgeous colors.
Easy5
to
appear
and
began
stars
is
Browder
set
V
from buying a color T
the element is still hot as this Bard, Mrs. A. M.
Ready to use.
After more than a half hour
Oda.
may burn out a fuse or dam- Mrs. M. R. Jeffress as hostesses. seeing the black and white
to apply. One gallon
price tag." — Herb Shriner of silent sauntering, the Engage a heating element. Do not
eP
does the average
lshman spoke. "Spring in the
room at only.,.
put percolator in water.
Kit saw
In Logan county, 252 wood
air
"
three
every
in
non
"One
Good care of .your elec,tric trays were refinished or decorAmerican reThe startled
and he would drive betExchange Furniture Co. waffle baker is very important ated by homemakers in their drives,
tones,
in
surprised
ter if the other two kept quiet" turned
also. If the- grids have not been club meetings.
"Why should 1"
— Frances Roilman.
Church St. pretreated by the manufacturer,
Phone 35
Looking the flock over careFilm mailed back same day received
fully, the judge conceded, "Well
16 Exposure
at leasts on this side.
Exposure
Exposure
That business of
money was the major
SUCCESSFUL HOMEMAK7I heard
by the Palestine

Super'
Kern-Tone

HORNBEAK

r

PHONE 7

Let Us Develop Your Film
- MAIL AND SAVE! -

LET US CLEAR UP
YOUR TV PICTURE
weak TV

Don't let a

tube spoil your favorite
pirWrirant. Call us for expert molars.

ROPER TELEVISION
308 MAIN STREET

FULTON

PHONE 307

do the folowing before using the
baker • Cover the grids with
some unsalted oil. Close the
grids and heat the waffle baker
until the grids begin to smoke.
Add waffle batter and bake.
Discard this waffle as it has
absorbed all excess oil. The
baker is now ready to use. Never
immerse in water or wash grids
with soap and water. To remove
discoloration, make a paste of
cold water and baking soda. Apply to grids with a soft brush.
Wipe a damp cloth and pretreat as above. Do not overheat.
Allow sufficient time for waffle to bake before lifting cover.
Cool the grids by leaving them
open after baking is done.

12

Roll

Roll

Poll

45' 55' 60'

You don't have to look thls
hard to see why Parisian

JET

Laundry is tops in Laundry

No Stu.. —

— Enclose Coins

and Cleaning! Just phone 14.

Film Servke
Post Office Box 220

Fulton. Kentucky

TOWELS BY CANNON
I! BEAUTIFUL PRINTED PONGEE AND
DAllLE

SEVERAL THOUSAND YARDS JUST
RECEIVED — — 80- SQUARE PRINT

Large selection in beige and pastel colors
--98c value
--First quality

--49c Value
--New spring patterns
--Sew and Save
For a limited time only

ONLY 79c

INIEEYARDS/OR$V"

6

SPECIAL AT $100 PR
LADIES HOLLWOOD
BRIEF PANTIES
First quality nylonized:
white and pastel colors;
Sizes 5-6-7

3 PAIR FOR sl°°

FULTON'S NEWEST
DEPARTMENT STORE

A 59c VALUE
FOUR FOR $100
— (Limit, 4)
Wash cloths, 5c each
ANM

MATCHED PANTS AND SHIRTS

BOYS PASTEL
DRESS SHIRTS

SEAMLESS MESH NYLON
HOSE
--New spring shades
--Regularly $1.39
--Sizes 81 1 to 11

L arge 20 x 40: large assortment of solid colors.

KIDDIES
EASTER
FROCKS
Sizes Ito 2
New and Fresh
for Spring.
Shop our
selection.
$198 to $398

(By Town Topic
French cuff with cuff
links. Blue, green, pink,
tan; sizes 4-12: Reg. $2.98

Guaranteed — Sanforized — Reinforced pockets — Zipper closure — Graduated to fit tall, medium, short men.
Tan or gray.
Regularly $6.95

ONLY $1"
TIES FOR EASTER
Values to $1.50
Large selection,

79c

Fulton's NEWEST Department Store with a complete NEW STOCK. No carry-over merchandise!
Stores located on Lindell St-, in, Martin and Lake
Street, Fulton.

BOTH FOR
$500
Pant sizes 29-42
Shirt sizes 14'z17.
Short-med-long
sleeve lengths

.
INC
ES
.
OR
PT
ST
DE
WES-TENN

Located at 436 Lake Street - In Location Formerly ilccupied By Forrester's 10c Store
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OVLS

33Idd MIS

SVCS

EAK

SEAMLESS

Chick Feeder

3D12Id dV11103i1

(No. C241)

irto
-441." ps“oul aq at))
t404,1,
4104s 'Ann Von), 04 Aso3

HOME
sled

3SOH DILSVIld
19 CU. FT.

IE
Liecomil

.

2 M. Wag. Wolsr tight.
&We. pr•••nts tipping.

enbodo useJo •44 cog

CHEST FREEZER

Regular price

Farm & Home

1/3-ton capacity. Aluminum liner ...
2' temperature variance . . . warning

111117

Film

'E!

REGULAR PRICE

35‘

light weight. Easy roiling 10 x 2.50 cush;on
rubber tired wheel. 3 Cu. ft. capacity
heaped. Weight — 35 lbs.

$399.95

SALE PRICE $289.95
Yee save $110.00

Exposure

Imp Se apply, good coverage. assists checking, crockWO-

Roil

REGUtAlt PRICE ....$18.20

wed

1

4k

SALE PRICE

WHEELBARROW

light... Teiumseh compressor unit...
Fiberglass insulation ... 5 year warranty.

PERFECTION

SALE PRICE $12.45

POST HOLE DIGGER

Tep weft. light see piece high
corbel% *eel. Seseelli 4.41. heedles.

REGULAR PRICE

220

ckY

$4.10

SALE PRICE . $2.98

14" Stinson

PIPE
WRENCH

Raid I Garda His
Unica Combination (Model C-1)

SALE PRICE $2.40

ANNON

go assortolors.

UE
100

s•uswien Rafts
BATTERY 1CY90

$18.95

(1
_ 11VA GAL. S
MYER
.)
,

'

-Iree 0
- 4-4WTWeiti. Seamless

.__Irpot

HIRTS

REGULAR PRICE

leinforc- GradIrt men.

rly $6.95

H FOR

lengths

C.

$1.70

SALE PRICE

$7.80

1,,,•••01
mu-- ".te,ii,,41
1, i
I--..„.; 4111 ,
- ---•_ ,
711'',... l''
ina
—r
i:s
Wili IMP'
_ —a

TOOL GRINDEsas-ssi
R

45 plates. Powerful, dependable. Fits most
popular cars. 18 month guarantee.

REGULAR PRICE

$13.90

SALE PRICE

$ 9.85

14e:

STEP LADDER

Sturdy iron base. May be drives from

above, below, rear. Top quality high
speed cod cutting abrasive con* and tool
wheel.
REGULAR PRICE ......

SALE PRICE

$ 6.99

Bureau Premium Motor Oil
(Co.. Loh Only)
20 IA. & 313 wt.
74 1-0. egos pot ans.
Tog ereelify ler ears.
Irsc11, tractors
AAAtiv•• Ite•p ••gi•••
doom, ?imps Oros
IkagrAer Mc*
$4.75

s"„,ial $5.25

Southern States Fulton Co-Op.
South Fulton

$19.60

$13.95
Plus lug

POWER SICKLE and

zes 14 -

ned-long

Regular Price

SALE PRICE $5.69

Old 11.3

zes 29-42

REGULAR PRICE

SALE PRICE $1.28

pe.

: each

first Nee. Low ak pressure for smooth, easy
ride. Husky carcass, extra wide safety tread.
Quick, safe stopping. More mileage, longer.
Sfe. Fully guaranteed.
_

Our best rnodel. Uses 110 v. AC or 6 v.
battery. Charges up to 25 miles safely,
effectively. I year guarantee.
REGULAR PRICE
$26.95

SALE PRICE

(670x 1 S-4 Ply)

(Ne. 1116/
1
2)

FENCE CONTROLLER

STATUS

Phone 399

YOUR SOUTHERN STATES COOPERATIVE SERVICE AGENCY

Floi

SENIOR ALL - STAR GAME

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK
News

The Fan Who Didn't Ask Why
By Rev. Hugh Calkihs, Author and
Lecturer
HOW CAN a good God allow so
much suffering in the world? This is
a question people continually ask.
And on Good Friday we get the answer.' Christ, willingly tortured by
pain, show us that suffering isn't
meaningless, that it can be a blessing
—
and not a curse.
Suffering offered to God to make
up for our sins, offered to Him, for
the sins of others, accepted as God's
will and borne for Jove of Him this is how Christ- who was both God
and man gave meaning to pain.
SUFFERING CAN alsqs be a kej
opening our souls to God-, for it Cal
make us aware of our need for Him.
But too often suffering iS a bolt locking Him out of our souls, for we fight
against Christ and His Father for
sending pain.
Then too, so many of as endure
pain like Stoics. You know, the grin

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Post Office Box 485

Fulton. lientJeky

Published Every Thursday of The Year
R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers
A member of the Kentucky Press Association
A member of the Fulton County Farm Bureau
Cubseription Rates. $2.00 per year in Fulton,
.fickman. Graves Countie3, Ky., and Obion
and Weakley Counties, Tenn.: Elsewhere
throughout the United States $3.00 per year
Entered as second class matter June 28, 1933
t the post sffice at Fulton, Kentucky. under
.he United States postal act of March. 1879

Thursday March 22, 1956

and bear it routine — instead of bearing it for God. And often we lose rich
results from suffering because we
waste hours analyzing why this happened to us, instead of accepting it as
something God wants us to accept.
MANY TIMES we fritter precious
pain away by blaming it all on other
people. We forget that nothing happens except with God's permission,
and that whatever God permits is for
our good in some way.

From

Obion, Fulton, Hickman Counties Ballot

The

paper.)
(Story and eligible players list elsewhere in today's

TELEPHONE FOLKS

ORION

FULTON-HICKMAN

Name Ten—

Name Ten-

We extend our deepest sym—
pathy to Noble Morse and his
9
family in the loss of, their
•
-.am
2.
mother, Mrs. E. C. .Morse of
•
Hopkinsville. Noble is spending
the winter in Florida and was 3.
unable to return to Fulton beWhen suffering come it is easy to
4.
his mother died.
fore
sinful
know
we
Yet
call God cruel.
DM
Test
retired
a
is
Noble
man produced Original Sin from which
5.
man in our plant department.
all other evils flow. What is true of
Virginia Potts and her family 6.
the human race is true of each of us.
are enjoying a new RCA T-y
We bring on our own crosses in many
set at home.
7.
cases. Serious sins, foolish actions,
Joan McKinney and Glen
iman
stubborn self-will, laziness, mad purin
8.
wed
Owensby were
8.
suit of false goals — these create
pressive ceremony in the par9.
.onage of Rev. Casey Penecost.
much of our loneliness, boreclom and
Joan's twin sister. June, was
satiety.
-_
her only attendant and Wayne 10._
10.
Pkin always remainarpain, of course,
Grissom was Glen's only atfor
motives
Our
lofty
no matter how
tendant!. Those attending the
Coach:
Cuach :
accepting and bearing with it. If we
wedding from our office were
as fellnws-: Janie Barber. Sara
got too used to suffering, it would no
Ross Mary Frances Roberts,
longer be suffering. Our human naMail Ballots to:
Marion Oliver and Carma Jackalways.
it
against
revolts
ture
son.
FULTON COUNTY NEWS
WE CAN'T HELP feeling revolted
On their return from a short
by pain. But if we didn't dislike it, if
wedding trip they will make
Fulton, Kentucky
their home in Mr. and Mrs. Rob
it didn't bother us, there would be
Central.
on
t
God.
apartmen
to
Faulk's
offer.
to
e
no sacrific
or give to any coach, newspaper or radio station in Obion, Fulton of Hickman
Joan was honored with al
God rewards us for patiently bearhousehold shower in the home Counties.
ing suffering. He understands our difof Mrs. Phelps *owls Wedness
ficulty. Accept in painful darknes
day night
Ballots must be in hands of Fulton Lions Club by Baturday, March 24.
Happy birthday to Joan and
whatever He sends you. Remember
were
asking
whose birthdays
June
• how Christ suffered without
id
Das
litiand. Joe
plans
Mister.
.Donald
Marines.
the
with
Monday.
"Why?". And suddenly the darkness
Southwith
job
Dallas
his
to
return
Hazel Clark is very proud of to
into an
of your Good Friday will turn
Sophomores -her beautiful Buick Special and ern Bell.
Dawn.
Easter
Jack Forrest, Harold Fraziei
we are very proud for her.
We wish a speedy recovery to
Those enjoying their vaca- Mr. Jay McKinney, who is a Bud White.
is
This
School.
at Fulton High
tions this week are Margaret pato.:.t in Jones Hospital
These ten lettermen will be
being done in co-sponsorship Walker and Joan and June-McIIIMAT•RICe and iteal Estate
Sue you next week.
awarded certificates in assembly
with The Kennel.
Cal ma Jackson
Kinney.
Long term Farm Loans at
and
also
be
will
presented
For this award two nominaMr. and Mrs. James HiCkmap
letters The three seniors will
lAiv, Rate of Interest
tions from each class will be of Trenton, Tenn were week'
be given gold basketballs.
made by the homeroom teach- end guests of Carma and Ray Ten To Receive
Award" to the ers. A committee. composed of Jackson. Mrs. Hickman is emCharlcs W. Burrow
Ei'ich 4-14- club in Harlan l
the best citizen 4 teachers and 3 members of - ployed with Southern Bell in Basketball Letters
County
will
-at
set.
on
least
and
vote
1,0001
will
Staff
the Kennel
Trenton.
On March 5. Us! Killebrew tree seedlings supplied by local
a secret ballot.
s
T. Cannon
Charle
Janie Barber was the week- submitted thii list of lettermen bank
The winner of this award end guest of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
seal
basketbal
1955-56
the
April
for
the
will be announced in
Barber.
son.
18 issue of The Kennel. The
Were glad to have Marion
—
award will be presented at the Oliver and
Virginia Forrest Seniors
McAlister. Captain,
Walter
.
Rotary Club. April 17.
vacations
back from their
MorNo award of this type has
Clara Nell Davis had a plea- Delbert Wood, Billy Mac
ever been presented to a stu- sant surprise Saturday night ris. dent at Fulton High.
when her son, Donald Kimbro, Junior, —
George Burnette, Ronald Mc2 Piece Stationary
returned home from activescluty

BURROW,CANNON
I & BURROW

ROTARY CLUB, THE KENNEL SPONSOR
CITIZENSHIP AWARD LT FULTON HIGH
The Fulton Rotary Club an- "Cithen.hip
nommen that it Win present a student chosen

COUNTIES

Paint Your Walls With

YOUR CHOICE

Spring Tryouts
To Be Held

100% Latex Base
PAINT
A smooth, velvety
finish for walls,
ceilings and woodwork.
—Super Washable
—Easy to apply
—Dries quickly

'495 GALLON
'15° OIRRT
LACHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
207

1)11(

Church St reet

.11.. • Oar..

1=11101111M1110111140.1...-

Most Profitable Investment
Ever Made/

Tryouts for cheerleaders in
Fulton High School for 195657 -will be held in the near
future.
About this time each Spring
the selections are made and all
students who wish to try out
may do so, for the positions are
for one year only.
Cheerleaders are selected in
the same way as the athletes.
The choice is based on the
ability to represent the school.
The following have signified
thoy will be candidates for the
following year:
Seniors
Jean Cole, Becky Edwards,
Joyce Harrison, Mary Charles
Herring, Judy Page.
Juniors
Sandra Bowen. Anne Fall,
Patsy Grooms, Sue Moore.
Sophomores
Mary Ann Bennett, Brenda
Brown. Susan Bushart, Ruth
Louise Butts, Sidney Calliham,
Cynthia Campbell, Joanne Covington, Nancy Holland, Janice
Page.
Freshmen
Patsy Brown, Nancy Bushart,
Jean Burnette, Waynell Donnavent. Kay F r e nic h, Tommy
Jean Hawks, Martha Herring,
Rita Kramer, Sandra Latham.
After the cheerleaders are
selected, majorettes will be
chosen in the same order.

Piles May Lead To Other Ailments
FREE BOOK — Explains Other
Focal Infections Including
Colhis and Constipation
If you have Piles (hemorrhoids), Fistula, rectal abscess, or any rectal or colon
disorder—it is important you
understand how any of the
ailments shown in the chart
may result from rectal trouble.

ONCE

they try is„
farmers everywhere antinos to too EMBRO
HYBRID Seed Corn.
EMBRO coosistendy produces top yields. No better
Lybrid seed cm available at
ogy prim.

OR
2 Piece Modern Sofa
Living Room Suite

At Hickman's Newest Flower Shop

The llovivi Mcvii
909 TROY AVE.
HICK M AN, KENTUCKY
PHONE 3131

SUNDAY, MARCH 25, 1956
2:00 TO 5:00 P. M.

OR
3.Piece Modern Sectional
Sofa and Club Chair
Any Suite at

$169.95
Choice of Covers
This a REAL DEAL

Newest Designs in Flowers
Now Open For Business
Hours, 8:00 A. M. to

5:00 P. M.

WADE FURNITURE COMPANY
"Trade with WADE and SAVE"
Fulton, Ky.
112 Lake Street

MR. AND MRS. JOHN AUSTIN, Prop.
_

pring io here

to Jtay ... in

P

gaale

BUILT FOR ACTION SHOES

N&RVOUSNESS1

/
ti
PIO?, 04 adapted EMBRO HYBRID Seed Cars for
awry sail and dinar, meg maturity and feeding requireswat. 41010114 Am most is demand art:
EMBRO 36—best for ferfile soat
EPABRO 49—b•st all-purpose type
VABRO 95--b4rst quick-maturing, on
sea

BACKACHE
PHYSICAL
WEAKNESS

STOMACH
CON DONS

I

LOW
VITALITY

LIVER 0. KIDNEY
DISTURBANCES
r

COLON
TROUBLES
(1.1f

FISTULA
RECTAL
ABSCESS

PILES
ra-lotos)

SCIATIC
PAINS

k

HEUMATISM

CZ=

PROSTATIC SYMPTOMS'

If you will write today to
MU° 101—b•st lat. yellow foe 'h.
the McCleary Clinic and HosSouth
pital, E1532 Elms Blvd., ExBASSO 135W—best velar*, on KAI
Springs 1, Mo.—they
celsior
.
Also U. S. 13 and
will send you a FREE copy
of a new 130-page illustrated
book which explains rectal,
stomach and colon disorders
Si clear, plain language. It
— Phone 900 — may help you to avoid unneccessary delay and worry later..

BROWDER MILLING COMPANY INC
— We Deliver —

YOU'RE INVITED
TO
OPEN HOUSE

Living Room Suite
Nylon Cover

TriumplIcisl signs of
satisfaction for they're wearing
Rod Goose Shoes.

FRY'S SHOE STORE
220 LAKE ST.

FULTON

PHONE 624

Ciements Quotes Barkley On National Convention
In iii ot)%, low, attempt to
mike it Appear that there
discord IN the relation
..hip beta rep Senators Earle
Clement, a n d Albeit
f
'tickles,, opponents in Sen
.itor Clemenbi are bringing
he 1952 national coos en
into
lion
the
headlines
Ali Ain.
tt that time, you will
relit,. Sen. Barkley was a
,.indidate for the Demorule nomination fur President. When labor leaders
turned "thumbs down" on

the beloved Kentuckian he
withdrew from the race.
Rarkley's loyal supporters
in that convention
were
Sen. Clements and former
Gov. 1...iwrence Wetherby.
(Opponents of the two
political leaders started the
unfounded rumor. that Barkley was betrayed by his fellow Kentueirians. To set the
record straight, and to dispel any such rumor, Sen.
Clements is issuing a statemont, N herein he quotes
Mr. Barkley, who said during the 1955 primaries.
em-- -

phatically, that the statements about the convention
n ere not true and that Sen.
iements was his staunch
ally during the entire proceedings. The statement
made by Sen. Clements
follows:)
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Eddie Moore Attends Rotary World Affairs

Convention. They said, "Who is
Institute in Cincinnati, Ohio March 9 and 10
that?' I said 'Mr. Chandler.'
Eddie Moore, three speakers, Hon. J. G. SlorThey said, 'He will be bound by
a senior, at- idin, Director of External Servthe unit rule and will have to
ended
t h e ices, Department of Public Invote for you anyhow.' I said,
World
Affairs formation, United Nations, Hon.
'That is all right and I under'nstitute in Cin- Clyde Eagleton, Professor of
stand that but I just wanted you
iinnati, Ohio, International Law, New York
to know in advance that he will
and
Hon. Max
March 9 and Univers:ty,
not be for me.' He has tried
"The pattern that the opposi- through advertisement to create
0. This trip, Freedman, Washington corretion to me in my campaign for the impressioon that in that
;ponsored
by spondent of the Manchester
Popular Frankfort
re - election plans to follow Chicago Convention Governor
.he Rotary .Club Guardian.
Attorney Popular
became clearer today in the Wetherby and Earle Clements
After the panel discussion
International was awarded Edstatement of former Attorney stuck the dagger into my back
the students were divided into
highest
having
the
Demo
Circles
In
for
die
General J. D. Buckman. The and prevented me fl-om being
small groups for a discussion
score on a World Affairs test.
plan is to hide the weakness of nominated for President of the
on foreign affairs.
Cincinnati,
arriving
in
Upon
my -opponent to take the public UnitearStates.
The final iuncneon of the
students
the
and
Eddie
other
mind off what some of his chief
Institute was held in the Roof
"It has no place in this nomiUniversity
the
toured
Cinof
supporters are doing by trying nation tomorrow. What happened
Garden at the hotel. Hon.
cinnati.
to drag ancient and worn - out
veteran
McCormick,
Robert
in Chicago in '52 is history and
The conference held at the foreign news analyst of NBC
rumors into the campaign._
I—have accepted my fate as a
Sheridan-Gibson Hotel opened was the guest speaker.
"As an example of that, Mr. man and as a good sport. It has
with a tea dance. Deke Moffitt
Buckman tries to revive the old no plate in this campaign for
More than 600 attended this
and his orchestra supplied the
assertion of my political en- Governor tomorrow, but Mr.
conference. The delegates stayThis
music.
followed
was
by
a
emiqs that I did not support Chandler and his forces have
banquet et which the principal ed in private homes. Eddie
Alben W. Barkley for the De- brought it in by falsely accusspeaker was Mr. John M. traveled to and from the conmocrat Presidential nomination ing' Governor Wetherby and
Vorys, a member eif the House ference by train.
at Chicago in 1952.
Senator Clements of having desof Representatives.
"The best explanation of what troyed my chances for the noConveniently located on East State Line
Saturday morning a panel Igearing Aid Batteries'
happened at Chicago in 1952 mination in Chicago and leavdiscussion was 'Yield featuring
has been given by the man ing the impression that he was
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
Complete Line
For all makes of hearing aids'i
most intimately involved - Sen- there, like Leonides at Ther•
re-opened and under the management of "PETE" ;itor Barkley himself. In an ad- mopylae, going down with me
the Germans until the end of visit our Dearing. MO Depart
/lent at your first opportunity.
diess on August 5,1955 at his in defeat while supporting me.
World War IL
Peter %,)n. You'll like our superior cleaning,—We'll
home town of Paducah, ne told I am only interested in the
Young is a member of the
pretiate your business !
CITY DRUG CO.
the full story of the Chjcago people knowing the truth. I am
American Legion, Veterans of
Convention. The following ex- only interested in revealing the
Foreign Wars, Lions Club, Elks
Oft Lake Street
Phone 70,
dishonesty and deceptiveness of
and the Episcopal Church.
PHONE 906
"PETE PETERSON, MGR. ia.rpt is from that address:
"The state of Kentucky had that sort of statement.
MR. YOUNG
"Long before some of my lame the honor to endorse
'•INZW%,‘,‘ISZWNA"'N done
me for the highest office in bor friends announced they
William A. Young, 40, Frankthis land. It had instructed its could not support me because of fort, is the state chairman of
delegation to vote for me in my age - long before Governor the Clements-for-Senator camthe Chicago Convention, When Wetherby and Senator Cle- paign.
Mr. Clements - Senator Earl ment*, line Farley and Leslie
Announcing the appointment
Clements - and Governor We- Biffie, Secretary of the Senate, or Young and the opening of
therby and I were talking about a life-long friend of mine - his campaign at the Seelbach
the make - up of the delegation long before they came to my Hotel in Louisville, Senator
The nicest we have
from the state at large its was room on Monday night to tell Earle C. Clements said that he
ever had!
suggested that we place all the me that ...my forces had fallen hopes his record of public
former Democratic Governors apart, because of the statement service will be the main issue
Available
in all colors!
on the delegation at large.
of the Laboring men, and that it of the
campaign.
"And I said to them that it might be well for me to with"It would be usele,-s for me
was entirely agreeable with me, draw-long before that on Satbut I want you to know in ad- urday and Sunday and on Mon- to avoid the fact that there
vance there will be one member day - Mr. Chandler was stand- are those in Kentucky whose
of that delegation from Ken- ing in the lobbies of the hotels interest in this contest is not
ise
tucky - a former Governor - who in Chicago undertaking to per- to elect the man who will best
Kentucky - in
the
will not be for me in Chicago suade delegates to vote not for, represent
,
J.)
added.
t oe
Sena te ," tClements
C
wt°1
but
me,
Senator
Russell
though
of
instructed
to
vote for
r s_ ''tt
me by the Kentucky Democratic Georgia. and trying to persuade '"They desire to satisfy per-.: opt
the \or.
oo
'in
the Kentucky delegation to de- sonal and political vindictiveslo4-3-41
sert me and vote for Senator ness, and to have in the Senate
Russell for President of the a man they can control.
croons ONO Oolhes.
"The people can control me,
teicashitsp_ io•re‘tontlopersOkton% cteotn.
United
States, Now. Senator
A complete variety — Including all the
Russell is a good Democrat and and always have because of my
yait
award-winning flowers and vegetables in 1955
scArgs
interest
in
welfare,
their
but
he did not bolt in 1952.
At
6(1\4.
you ona otont ona usea
"He supported the ticket - no one man can."
iot
deod
ior
Young has served as Frankwhen
sok•
Stevenson
and Sparkman - but
tectv.‘ted
pitied
-.,
clsecV.
lin county attorney since 1945.
after
convention
that
had
no%be
cloys
fttne
0
minated Governor Stevenson - He is a native of Morehead,
onee
re lnstontky, no
a brilliant and outstanding man the son of the late Circuit
to th
vonlsbes
Three breeds available — sexed or straight run.
a canditdate who was chosen by Judge William A. Young and
0
that convention - not hand - a nephew of the late Allie
S011 •..
Please place your order now to insure WHAT you
picked but chosen by that great Young of Morehead, a DemoSODI
want WHEN you want it!
leader
cratic
in
eastern
Kenconvention
Mr. Chandler told
•SE
tr5.611g
his friends that he could not tucky for many years.
He enlisted as a private in
I vote for Mr. Stevenson - he
0S t
would not vote for him be- the Air Force in 1942, and
cause he said that Harry Tru- reached the rank of Captain.
man had picked him. He could He was shot down while on a
Hogular
EAST STATE LINE—OPEN DAILY—PHONE 483
not vote for anybody Harry bombing mission over Berlin
Truman had picked. And to in 1944 and was a prisoner of
other friends, he said. 'I may
not vote at all but if I vote I
cannot vote for Stevenson.' And
in his speech in Lawrenceburg,
Kentucky supposedly in behalf
of Tom Underwood for U. S.
Senator. he said 'The Democratic Party has nominated a
fellow named Stevenson. I don't
TELEPHONE 51
know much about him."
30', Lake Street
Phone 70 and 428

IFS

Wiliam A. YOUNG
NAMED TO DIRECT
CLEMENTS RACE

CLEAN ERS

"FOR A-1 CLEANING"

of Hickman

I.

SPECIAL SALE

.(ANNON
!ROW
Real Estate
trn Loans at
if Intvr est

Burrow

JUMBO
GLADIOLUS BULBS

2 FOR $100

6' EACH
65c DOZEN

'. Cannon

BURPEES FLOWER & VEGETABLE SEED

•ALL SIZES ON
HAND

BABY CHICKS EACH MONDAY

•IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY

0

FULTON HATCHERY

•WHY WAIT ORDER TODAY

...504

More Police Forces use FORDS became

•BEST GRADES

CITY DRUG COMPANY

CITY COAL CO

CAMPUS CALENDAR
March 26—U. K. scholarship
exam.
March 28-4-H Club.
March 29—Lions Basketball
Banquet
March 30—Easter holiday.
March 31—Band trip to Murray.
April 4—Conservation Club.
April 12-I3—KFA holidays.
'April 24--Senior 'MRS. -

ANY

LVE"

7ulton, Ky.

in

on a gallon of Dim Plant

runv Karl

the washable rubber-base wall paint that
goes on extra-easily... dries extra fast.

ES

A gallon paints the walls of an awaits°
room, and you can paint 4 walls in haft
a day with DU PONT FLOW KOTE.
Goes on easily with brush or roller..,
thing with water.
... dries in 30 minutes
with no "painty" odor. Spills and splatten wipe clean in a idly with • damp
cloth. Try it today and sand

REG. PRICE $5.55 GAL. •

NOW
Gallon

- HERE IT IS!
JUST WHAT YOU
HAVE BEEN LOOKING F.011,1
I. A new yellow hybrid that
makes high yields.
2. Strong, sturdy stalks that
st.ind well for the picker.
3. Adequate shuck coverage to
resist pest and weather damage.
4 Large ears that turn down at
maturity. Ideal for picking.
5. Early maturing with high
shell-out and soft feeding .qualities.
You will like this better hybrid for Kentucky ancL Northern
Tennessee.
It's a PFISTER — P. A. G. 401.
PLANT

5.1%5..

LIGHT COLORS

lons of
( Deep colors slightly higher)

poring
Shoes.

Burnette Tractor Co.
Pli.ino 169
Austin & Austin
Seed Company

4th St. Fulton

SIMONS PAINT AND WALLPAPER COMPANY
107 EAST STATE LINE

PHONE 524

VW

RAI14171191

FULTON. KY.

PHONE 67

Cayce, Ky.
auckg poweeoe,'

4"MirlIMINgerrIONIRMPOPPIIIMPPIIIMMINNII

agO

Phone

2601

Water Valley
Milling Company
NY1, ;der

Valle\ ,

KN.

it takes a FORD to catch a FORD
70% of all state police cars are Fords. That's
the largest-sellireg eight — not just to police
the case right now-as it has been for years.
forces—but all over the world.
And what police forces know'can be a great
You can have the terrific 225-h.p. Ford
help in your kind of driving. For the Ford V-8
Thunderbird Special V-8 engine in all Fairlane
engine will pay off in your Ford just as it does
and Stistion Wagon models with Fordomatic
in police cars.
Drive ... or get the mighty 202-h.p. ThunderHills will shrink before the might of your
bird V-8 as the standard eight. And the 202Ford V-8. Youll take off like greased lightning. .'41.p. V-8 is available in all other Ford models,'
Youll pass other cars—no wait. You'll get the
at extra cost. Start now, to enjoy the only car
kind of performance that made the Ford V-8
that keeps up with Fords ... the '58 Ford V-8I

J V CASH MOTOR COMPANY
Mayfield Highway

Fulton

Phone 42

If You're Interested in an Al Used Car — Re Sure to See Your Ford Dealer

CLASSIFIED ADS

SURE INSURANCE
AT
LOW COST

ALL KINDS OF EJLIIS made
while you wait. Forrester's
Shoe Shop, 204 Main..

——
RENT. A NEW —TYPEWRITER

WEST FULtION P.-T, A.
Miss Ruby Smith, Professor of
Education at Murray State
College will be guest speaker at
the West Fulton P.-T. A. Thursday afternoon at 3 o'clock.
The meeting will be hcld in
the Farm Room, in the Science
Building. Mrs. M. R. Jeffress,
president at the association,
urges all members to attend.

or Adding Machine. Rental
applies on purchase. Harvey
WHY PAY
Ca/dwell Cu., Drive-In Office
Outfitters, Corner Wabaut &
Plain Streets. Phone 674.
Wick Smith Agency
466 Lake Street
MAYTAG WASHERS, standza
FARM LOANS
and automatic models. $129.95
—Phones 62 or 160W—
and up. Sales and service.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.
Long TermsNOW YOU CAN Drive in Park BUY AND SELL through United
and Buy your office supplies
advertised
-Easy Payments
Farm Agency. Get
and equipment. Harvey Csldthru magazines, newspapers
well Co., Drive-an Office Outand farm journals. Agent,
fitters, New Location, corner
Robert Hampton, at Hickory,
Walnut &
Plain
Streets.
ATKINS, HOLMAN
Ky., Route One, on U. S. _45,
Phone 674.
HOUSE TRAILERS, Also camp- or call Folsomdale 8R3. Have
AND FIELDS
ing and fishing trailers. Terms
70 farms for sale at present
if desired. U-Haul-It trailers.
time around Mayfield, Ky.
—Insurance-Modern Tourist Court, Union
City, Phone -SM.
VISIT CAGLE'S
fOR RENT: Floor sanding ma208 Main St.
Phase
chine-and electrie floor polishBAIT SHOP;
er and electric vacuum cleaners. Exchange Furniture Co.. Hi'way 94
Hickman, Ky.
Phone 35, Church Street.
Friday Cagle
Phone 2208
WELLS DRILLED for industry
USED
and homes. Modern equipment, experienced workmen. Complete line .of Bait and
Write or call Watson Co.,
TELEVISION
Equipment
Phone 261. Fulton, Ky.

Do

Open 7 days a week
24 hour service

FALSE TEETH
Rock. Slide or Slip?

1PASTEETH. an improved powder te
be sprinkled on upper or lower plates.
holds false teeth more firrnly lii piaoe.
Do not slide, slip or rock No gummy,
gooey. pasty
i alkaline
vrcfe!Tg PAtGh
not sour Checks -plate odor'' (denture breath ) Get FAST/WTI/ at any
drug counter.
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MADE UP
EASTER
NOVELTIES
29c to $2.98
SENATOR EARLE CLEMENTS shakes hands with 'Dr.
D. L. Jones Wednesday evening March 14 as he presents
cup to Fulton's "Citizen of the Year" before a capacity
,
gathering at Smith's Rose Room.

ASSORTED EASTER EGGS 35` POUND
DRESS UP FOR EASTER, TOO!
Ladies

$1.98
Just Arrived ! A new assortment of

SETS

CHILDREN't DRESSES

I now represent King Television Service of Union City.
We have on hand several

3-43:
,
...M.111Laka

good used.
Our 0. K..

GLOVES, PURSES FOR
LADIES AND CHILDREN

17 and 21-INCH
TELEVISION SETS

Used Car Lot for

7;-ttt, QuitmaaAX

- Harold Threlkeld
Phone Fulton 10874-3

bargalnL
EARLE anti TAYLOR
-Thevrolet Company

PIANOS

skiartin-Senour

I'AINTs.

NEW PIANOS $299.95
Call or visit

How Christian
Science Heals
"RIGHT MOTIVES
INSURE BUSINESS
PROGRESS"
WFUL (1270 tte.) Sammy 15a.

SUPER KEM-TONE is the Nation's choice for washable interior finishes. We have a complete stock for you; all colors,
all sizes.

Motorola
TV
No Money Down
24 Months to Pay

RUPTURE
I
IT'S HERE
The Sensational New Invention
Sutherland's "MD" Truss
No Belts — No Straps —
No Odors
Approved by Doctors — The
World's Most Comfortable
Truss

ure ypur
pric e, completely installed.
Term, to suit your budget.
SEE 11.7; TODAY
))

FULTON HARDWARE

CITY DRUG CO.

AND FURNITURE CO.

408 Lake St.

Black & White Store

FULTON

,‘ Acivert)se In The NEWS!

FREE GIFTS
FOR YOU
for your valued patronage!

Union City, Tenn.

• Land Surveying
• Civil Engineering
• Lots, Subdivisions
RUSSELL E. TRAVIS

Fulton

Phoqe I

I:

FRANKLIN

AND SUPER
KEM-TONE

Union City, Tenn.

Tweedy texture, lots of it, and
exciting enough to please (my
Queen—you for one!
Royal Trendtex, with its varying
yarns of choicest 3-ply t.00l, combines Amesican handcrafted appearance with superior wearing
qualities. As the newest and most
decorative development in Mohawk's fabulous Trendtex weave,
Royal Trendies has the practical
advantage of resisting crushing and
hiding footprints. Six decorative,
tweedy colors await your selection
kt 2r,9', 12' and 15' widths.

BEN
200 LAKE ST.

Vare'slies & gar en•••

TIMM'S FURNITURE
__Exchange
Fun". Co.
COMPANY
107 • Church St.
Phone 35

Mohawk

A "New Look" for your Easter outfit !

RECEIVING CONGRATULATIONS: Dr. Gant Gaither,
Hopkinsville, President of the Kentucky State Medical
Association, warmly congratulates Dr. D. L. Jones (center) as Sebra Evans, a previous award winner, beams
approvingly. (Another picture on page 4).

lx)erkw /

Used practice pianos from
-$50 up. Each piano is reconditioned and guaranteed.

208 Lake St.

Size 1-3

9- 18 moo

Keep your eyes on

7on:(dDoo

Let

and Children's Hats

417 Eddinis St.
Telephone 437

42 Wonderful
AWARDS
DURING THESE NEXT 13 WEEKS. REGISTER NOW, —
SOMETHING VALUABLE EVERY SINGLE WEEK.
THIRTY BASKETS OF GROCERIES

Free Lecture Entitled
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Ralph E. Wagers
C.S.B.
Member of the Board of Lectureship of The Mother Church,
The First Church of Christ,
Scientist, in Boston. Mass.

March 22 — Thursday
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